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Technical Report ABSTRACT

Title: SUMMER SCHOOL PILOT 1982:
Second Report to the Texas Education Agency

Contact Person: Nancy Baenen Schuyler

No. Pages:

Summary:

This report documents staff and parent reactions to the 1982 summer school
for retainees, provides data on fall teacher61 assessment of retainee
skills, and describes the nature of the long-term comparison,group. A,

summary of this information plus appendices detailing the purpose, pro-
cedure::, and results for.each information source are included. ° The
appendices included are:

Appendix H: Director Survey
Appendix I: Teacher Survey
Appendix J: Parent Survey
Appendix K: Teacher Checklist
Appendix L: Staff Comments
Appendix M: Long-term Comparison Group
Appendix N: Mastery Tests Revised

The first report to the Texas Education Agency (TEA) on this program included
appendices A through G and was issued in September (see ORE Publication Num-
ber 82.04). Long-term achievement effects will be discussed in the technical
report on retention to be issued next spring.
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SUMMARY

Project e: Summer School Pilot Project

Contact Person: Nancy Baenen Schuyler

Major Positive Findings:

Generally, the'summer school directors,' teachers, central, staffi
and parents had positive feelings about the summer school program.

The summer school fee ures rated most highly were the reading and
math curriculum, the schedule, the small classes, the rewards, and
the organizatiOn of the program.

Corrected reading mastery percentages indicated that 36 Of the 37
required units were mastered by at least 80% of the students.. A
total of.23 were mastered by 90% of the students or more. In math,
specified units were mastered at an average level of "87 %.

The fall teachers of 1981-82 retainees were asked to rate the read-
ing and math skills of the students compared to others,in their
classes. Those who attended 'simmer school were less likely to be
rated low and more likely to be rated average in both reading and math.

Major Findings Requiring Action

Staff believed enrollment should be closed by a set cut-off date,
preferably one week before the end of the'regular school year, but
definitely at least one week before the beginning of summer school.
Numerous problems related to planning, inservice, transportation,
materials and supplies, teat' -ing, student learning, and student -

adjustment could be avoided with an early enrollment cut-off date.

Summer school staff also felt the strengthr.. and weaknesses sheets
completed by the regular school year teacher should be passed on
to the summer school teacher. Some stated that this information on
:Allis would be as helpful Ls that provided by the telephone calls
to the former teachers. Also, the former teacher's name and tele-
phone number should be listed on the student enrollment card to ease
necessary coAtacts.

, The reading objective should 'be examined along with the curriculum
and the students served by summer school for possible adjustments
next year. Despite the fact that all lnits except one were mastered
by at least 80% of the students, the reading objective was met only
at the sixth-grade level. The objective stated that 90% of the stu-
dents would master all required units. .

6
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WHAT WERE THE MAJOR FEATURES OF THE SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM?

Ali elementary students retained at any point were eligible to participate.
A total of :.0193 students were enrolled and attended for at least part of
the fi..e-,ipek session. Approximately 25% of those enrolled received special
educ,Ition services in 1981-82. A total of 77 teaChe'rs participated, with
most teaching either two,reading or two math classes.

The summer school schedule included 90 minutes of reading instruction, 60
minutes for a break for snack and community school activities, and 90 min-
utes of math instruction. The Chicago Mastery"Learning Reading. system
(CMLR) and other supplemental materials were used in reading for most stu-
dents; three classes of Limited English Proficiency (LEP) students were
provided with a wide variety of English and Spanish materials. The math
curriculum included the Math for Everyone series plus SucCeedin in Mathe-

matics workbooks and calculator enrichment. The Community Schools offered
a variety of indobr and outdoor activities in arts and crafts, table games,
physical education, and other skill areas.

Teachers were asked to call some of the students' former teachers and visit

the homes of some students to increase the information they had on students
before the program began. General and specific follow-up activities were
also sent out to encourage continued'work in reading and math after summer
school ended.

HOW DID STAFF AND PARENTS FEEL ABOUT THE SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM?

In general, staff and parents were very positive about the summer school.
Surveys were sent to all of the teachers and directors of the summer school.
during the last week of the session; parents were surveyed after all follow-up
activities had been sent out, and central staff, directors, and selected
teachers-met in October to discuss program strengths and possible improvements

for next year.

The staff surveys and meeting revealed that staff liked almost all features of
the summer school. Directors rated the quality of the staff, rewards, math and
reading curriculum, and organization at the school level most highly. Teachers

gave the highest ratings to their schedule and planning time, rewards, and

pupil-teacher ratio. Specific findings on the curriculum were that:

Over 80% of the reading teachers rated the quality and appro-
priateness of the reading curriculum as excellent or good.
Teachers believed the CMLR and Scholastic.Text Extenders
should definitely be used again.

Over 65% of the math teachers rated the quality and appropriate-
ness of the math curriculum as excellent or good. Teachers
especially liked the Math for Everyone materials and the calcu-
lators. Although 54% of the teachers believed Succeeding in
Mathematics should be used again, a number of teacherg thought
that a workbook that correlated better with Math for Everyone
should be sought.

2
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One LEP reading teacher rated the quality of the materials
excellent while the other rated them adequate., Both felt the
same materials should be used again.

The community school activities' were generally seen as provid-
ing a necessary break for students and staff. Suggestions for
next year included increased funding to allow a lower pupil-teacher
ratio, shortening the length of the break for community school
activities and snacks, and staggering the times at which students
tike their break.

Most teachers rated the information gained through home visits and telephone
calls to former teachers as useful in planning studentinstruction (88% and
86%, respectively). Some teachers commented that information gained through
telephone calls to former teachers could be provided, to a large,extent, by,
the strengths and weaknesses sheets filled in on current retainees by the
teacher in the spring. These were not,available to the teachers this summer.

Most staff felt strongly that enrollment must be closed before summer school
begins. The preference was a cut-off date of one week before the end of
school. Some felt it would be manageable to close enrollment one week
before summer school begins, althoug-. this deadline would Make it very diffi-
cult to secure complete information from the cumulative folder on those stu-
dents enrolling after the regular school year,ends.

Both the students and staff suffered from problems caused by the numerous
late additions this summer. Many aspects of planning were more difficult,
including enrollment procedures, placement of students, transportation, and-
ordering of supplies and materials. Inservice had to be repeated twice
due to late hiring of extra teachers and directors, and some teachers were
even hired too late for the second sessions. Many teachers felt they were
not as prepared as they would like on the first day due to uncertain class
rosters and lack of some materials. On the average, teachers had three stu-
dents added after the first day. It was difficult to find. time to help late
additions adjust to the routine and catch up, little information was availa-
ble on their skills, and it was difficult to pace instruction for all of the
students.. Regrouping was sometimes necessary. These problems could be
avoided with a definite enrollment cut-off date next year.

Overall, the staff considered the summer school a very worthwhile program.
The staff's enthusiasm and positive attitude, the reward systems, the smooth
operation of the classes, and the high attendance rate were viewed as major
strengths of the program. Possible improvements for next year include car-
bonless multiple copies of strengths and weaknesses sheets so summer school
teachers could receive a copy, an earlier enrollment cutoff and shorter bus
rides for some students if possible. The possibility of limiting enrollment
to current retainees or those strongly recommended for it or excluding ante-
grated special education students due to their special needs will also be
considered.
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Parents rated the summer school highly, with 44% rating it "won:erful" and
41., "pretty good.", Only 14% rated it "okay" with only one parent (1%) say-
ing summer school was "not very good." Features rated most highly were the
math and reading classes, the small size of the classes, and the fact that
Childtenjearned to use a calculator. Most parents (over 70%) thought the
length of the school day and the'length of the overall session, and the
timing of summer school at the beginning of summer wire great. They reported
that their children liked the classes, teachers, and other students. About
82% felt home visits were a good idea for future summer school programs.

Parents were askedabout follow-up activities received and completed. Of
those who received specific instructions for activities weekly, nearly 75%
completed at least one activity. In math, those who received specific
instructions weekly were more likely to complete activities than 'those who
received general instructions once on the last day of class.

0

WHAT DID STUDENTS LEARN THROUGH SUMMER SCHOOL?

In reading 6 of the 37 required units were mastered by'80% of the - students
attending summer school. A total of 23 units were mastered by 90% or more of
the students. These results are rmich more encouraging than those reported in
the firstreport to TEA and reflect corrected mastery percentages.

In math, students mastered specified skills at an average level of 87%. This

exceeded the objective of an 80% average mastery level.

Thus, students showed good. mastery of the reading and math skills to which
they were exposed during summer school.

The new fall teachers were asked to rate the skills and behavior of retainees
who did and did not attend summer school compared to other .students in their
classes. Results indicated that the 1981 -82 retainees who attended summer
school were legs likely to be rated "low" and more likely to be rated "average"
in terms of reading and math skills than those who did not attend summer school.
However, the 1980-81 retainees who attended summer schdol were rated low in math
and reading skills slightly more often than those who did not.

It seems that the 1981-82 and 1980-81 retainees had somewhat different charac-
teristics. This could be because they were retained under different policies
or because of the difference in length of time since the retention occurred.
The fact that 1981-82 retainees seemed to benefit in skills somewhat more than
the 1980-81 retainees may mean that those retained prior to 1981-82 generally
benefitted a little less from the summer program or that those who attended
from this group had much poorer skills than those who aid not.

4
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Summer School Pilot Project

Appendix H

DIRECTOR SURVEY

H-1
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82 25 Tnstrument Description! Director Servev

3rie2 deecriotion of the instrument!

The Director Survdkcontains 19 items designed to assess summer school directors'
perceptions of the quality of thrsummer school and community school programs, and
to solicit suggestions about methods of improving these programs. A copy of the
survey is contained in Attachment H-1.

To wham was the instrument administered?

All five directors of the summer school program were sent the survey.

Row many times was the insrrumenc administered?

Once.

'.hen was the instrument administered?

The sur-ey was mailed out through school mail on July 7, 1982, during the last week
of the summer school program.

her was the tastrunent administered?

Directors completed the survey at their schools or other location of choice.

Who administered the instrument?

. Self-administered.

7hat tralaimg lid the administrators have?

N/A.

7as :he instrument adminiseered under standardized conditions?

No.

:Jere there problems with the ihstrumenc or :he administration that miaht affect
:he aiidirr of the data?

There are no known problems with the instrument. Although all directors returned
the survey, four surveys were returned within a week of the mail-out: the fifth
was returned three weeks after summer school ended.

%ha developed the imstrument?

Office of Research and Evaluation staff.

%hat reliability and validity data are available on the instrument?

None.

Are there norm data available-for istersretina the results?

No.
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DIRECTOR SURVEY

Purpose

nt

-

The Director Survey was administered to gather information regarding the
following decision and evaluation questions:

Decision Question D2: WEth the structure of summer school
appropriate for future summer schools? Are alterations
necessary?

Evaluation Question D2-1: What training did staff
receive? Did the staff feel the training was effec-
tive?

In addition, the Director Survey as designed to assess school directors'
perceptions of the general quality of the summer school program, their per-
ceptions of the quality of the community school program, and, to solicit
their suggestions about improvements needed in the suMter school program.

Procedure,

The Director Survey was designed by ORE staff and distributed to the five
summer school-campus directors by school mail on July 7, 1982 during the
last week of the summer school.. The survey contains 19 items and is con-
tained in Attachment H-1. All of the surveys were returned.

Directors' responses to scaled items were tallied by hand. The complete
survey with tallies is contained in Attachment H-2. Directors' responses to
open-ended items are contained in Attachment H-3.

GT.

Results

Evaluation Question D2-1: What training did staff receive? Did the staff
feel the training was adequate?

Most directors rated their training as adequate in all areas assessed; that
is, in the reading and math curriculum, in procedures for making home visits
and phone calls, in assigning students to classes, in record-keeping require-
ments, and in setting a daily schedule. Two directors, however, thought
their training was inadequate -for dealing with record7keeping requirements
and for setting the daily schedule. For one of these directors, the train-
ing problem was perceived as existing because he was hired late. The other
director did not believe he was well-prepared for the record-keeping tasks
because record-keeping requirements were "constantly changing."

H -3
1
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In addition to the above evaluation question,,the Director_ Survey was used
to assess directors' perceptions of: the quality of the, program in general,
the timing of slimmer school, several enrollment issues, the quality of the
community school 'activities and the relationship of these activities to
summer school, and ways to improve the future summer schooljprograms.

General Quality of the Summer School Program: The directors generally rated
all aspects of the summer school program as "adequate" to "wonderful."
Figure H-1 lists ,the,aspects of summer school rated by the directOrs accord-
ing to the mean ratingsgiven to each. The directors were unanimous in
describing; the quality of their staff as "wonderful." The calculator rewards
and the curriculum were also rated very positively. Least highly rated by
the directors were the LEP curriculum (which was rated by the only Airector
whose campus had LEP classes) and the amount of time teachers had for plan-
ning and scheduling. It is interesting to compare the low rating directors
gave to teacher planning time, and the higher rating that teachers themselves
.gave to this (see Appendix G); teachers appeared to rate the amount of time
they had 'for planning as being, one of the good things about summer school,
whereas the directors were, concerned that teachers had too little planning .

time. Actual planning time did tend to be less._than originally planned due
to unanticipated responsibilities that teachers needed to take on.

MEAN RATING ASPECT OF THE-SUMMER.SCHOOL.PROGRAM

1.00.' Quality of the staff.
1.16 ' Rewards (calculators)
1.20 Organiiation of the school

Math Curriculum
.Reading CurriculUm

1.25- Rewards.(Seented stickers)
1.40 Pupil /teacher ratio, -.

1.40 . Local Budget
1.60 Effectiveness in Improving Students' Skills
1.80 Teachers'" Schedule and Planning Time
2.00 LEP Reading.Curriculum

Figure H-1. MEAN RATINGS OF DIRECTORS TO ITEMfoN 'GENERAL'
REACTION TO SUMMER SCHOOL. - RATINGS WERE 1 = "WON-
DERFUL,",' 2 =- "ADEQUATE,"'AND 3:= "INADEQUATE."

The Timing of Summer School: All directors agreed or strongly agreed with
the-Statement: "Summer school works best when scheduled_at the beginning.
of the summer."

H-4
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Enrollment Issues: Several issues concerning enrollment were expressed
informally by-teachers and directors, and were therefore included in both

. the Director Survey and the Teacher Survey. 'These issues included: At
what point should summer school enrollment be closed? What is the effect
on instruction of having late enrollees arrive? What kind of information
,about students should have been available to teachers and directors but
was not? Were there any non-retainees attending the summer school?

All directors were unanimous in believing that summer school enrollment
should be closed at least a week before the summer school begins. SoMe
suggested that it be closed the last week of the regular school year.
Having summer school enrollment open as late as it was resulted in less
time available for teacher planning and late arrival of extra materials.

All but one of the directors believed that the student data cards did,not
provide enough information to teachers. If summer school teachers are to
make phone calls to a student's former teacher, the cards need to contain
the former teacher's name and phone number. One director wrote that stu-
dents' cumulative folders are needed. Three of the five directors did not
believe that the lack of information had any harmful effects. The two
directors who did believe the lack of information was harmful were not
specific about the nature of those effects.

All directors stated that, to their knowledge, no non-retainees were attend-
ing summer school. One director stated, however, that he would have had no
way of knowing-if a student was not retained at some point in his or her
school career.

The Community School: The directors were in general agreement that community
school activities were well-planned and organized, that the children enjoyed
the activities, and that the activities gave, students a needed "break." How-
ever, several directors expressed a'problem with providing supervision during
the community school time. Tfiey suggested that community school teachers be
more adequately trained in managing'groups of children, and that time in
recess or outdoor play should be shortened to less than thirty minutes.

General Comments: What the airectors generally liked best about the summer
school were the rewards given to the students, the quality of the staff and
of the curriculum, "and the small size of the classes. Directors stated.that
some problems that were encountered could be alleviated in future summer
schools by more advanced planning (particularly with regard to supplying
materials) and by closing enrollment-early. Complete comments are shown in
Attachment H-3.

H-5
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OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND EVALUATION SUMMER SCHOOL DIRECTOR SURVEY

As directors, you have the. best view of how the summer school wOrRed on your campus.
We need your help in identifying strength and weaknesses in this year's summer school
or;gram.; Please respond to the questions listed below. Feel free to add comments on
the survey or call Nancy Baenen or John. MacDonald with them at 458-1228. Individual
responses are confidential. Results will be reported for directors as a group.
Results should be summarized in September and will be circulated to all appropriate
parties.

1. GENERAL REACTION TO THE SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM:

(Circle appropridte number)
' INADE-

WONDERFUL ADE UATE QUITE
DON'T.

.KNOW
a. Organization in your school
b. Effectiveness in improving student's skills 1 2 3 4
c. Teacher schedule and planning time 1 , 2 3 4
d. Pupil-teacher ratio . 1 2 3 4
e. Rewards (calculators) 1 2 3 4
f. Rewards (Scented stickers)
g. Other rewards (specify any you especially

liked)

1 2

1 2

3

3

4

4

h. Math curricu um 1 2 . 3 4
I. Reading curriculum 1 2 3 4
i. LEP reading curriculum (BROOKE only)
k. Quality of staff

1 2

1.. 2

3

3

4

qt.
1, Local budget 1 2 3 c 4
CCMMENTS:

INDICATE YOUR AGREEMENT OR DISAGREEMENT WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS BY CIRCLING THE
APPROPRIATE NUMBER:

STRONGLY STRONGLY DON'T
AGREE AGREE NEUTRAL OISAGREE DISAGREE KNOW

2. Summer school works best when
scheduled at the beginning of
the summer.

3. Students' 1981-82 schools were coop-
erative when asked for additional
information about students or
teachers.

4. Resource teachers or aides should
be available on each .Jummer school
campus.

COMMUNITY' SCHOOL:
5. Community school activities were

well planned and organized.
6. Children appeared to enjoy the

community school activities.
7. It is important to have the com-

munity school libraries open and
available for summer school students.

8. Overall, the-cominunity school activ-.
ities enhanced the Summer school
program.

9. Community school activities should
be included in the summer school
program next year.

10. It was easy to coordinate the
schedulet of the instructional
program and 'community school pro-
grams.

11. What effect, if any, did community
school activities have on the regu-
lar summer school learning process?

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

2- .3 5

1 2 3 a 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 5

1 2 4 5

1 5

6

6

6

6..

6

6

6

6
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12. Do you have any suggestions for ways to improve the community 5.!-.7.tlool component of
future summer schools?

ENROLLMENT

13. When do you think summer school enrollment should,be closed?

Before the ffrit-day_ How long before?
On the first day
At the end of the first week
Other (Specify)

14. Did the student data cards provide enough informatioh? Yes No
What should be added? .

Oid the lack of information on some students seem to have any harmful effects?

15. How many students attended summer school at your campus who were not retainees?
If any, please provide their names and identification numbers so we can count
them separately.

18. What did you like best about this summer school?

b. math curriculum 1 ` 2. 3 4 5
c. home visits/phone call' 1 2 3 4 5
d. schedule for school dt '1 . 2 3 4 5
e. record-keeping. requirer%:_.; 1 . 2 3 4 .5 ,

f. assigning students to classes 1 2 ,- 3 4 . 5

17. What areas did you need more information about? Do you have any ideas about how
this could be handled better next year?

19. What changes are most needed next year?

18. What did you like best about this summer school?

19. What changes are most needed next year?

H=7

THANK YOU!

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM AS SOON AS POSSIBLE TO JOHN MAC DONALD, ADM. BLDG., BOX 79

H=7

THANK YOU!

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM AS SOON AS POSSIBLE TO JOHN MAC DONALD, ADM. BLDG., BOX 79
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OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND EVALUATION

Attachnmact 1F-2

Page 1 of 2

SUMMER SCHOOL. DIRECTOR SURVEY

As directors, you have the best view of now the summer school worked on your campus.
We need your help in identifying strength and woOnesses in this.year's summer school
program. Please respondto the questions listed below: Feel free to add comments on

the survey or call Nancy Baenen or John MacDonald with them at 458-1228: Individual

responsesAre confidential.' Results will be reported for directors as a group.
Results should be summarized in'September and will be circulated to all appropriate
Parties.

I. GENERAL REACTION TO THE SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM: , INADE-

:E.- (Circle appropria.te number) .

WONDERFUL ADEQUATE QUATE
/.24/ a. Organization in your school ---777,00) 2 I (gul.

/.40 b.. Effectiveness in improving student's skills I 4 ci 211111(

/.$o c. Teacher schedule and planning time I* 2". C

qo d. sPupil-tencher ratio UII (.40P Zit 64

744 e. Rewards,(calculators)

I as'. f. Rewards (Scented stickers)

b 33 g.. Other rewards (specify any you especially
liked)

h. Math curriculum
i. Reading curriculum
j. LEP reading curriculum.(BROOKE only)

Quality of staff .
./.yo 1. :Local budget

'COMMENTS:

X
f.aJ

-1.33

lb

C

Dyw ,i;;16) 2

1 .% 2' -

t%* (66402 (..3.7A:%

3

3 I 6.4)

3

3

60.0
, 21(4 310 or 2 3

1 , 2% 6.04 3

Lovr014/ 2 ,A 3

1 t (c .1,1 2 % (...ffy 3

DON'T
KNOW

4

4
4
4

4

4

4
.4

4

4

4

13 LAIC

Ott

* : reswer feluaor ce AU. .5C0AAALL CcaPO4*$

4 : 1-44 'TOW 004AALe'SCaAr-P ey ows Cgs/wow!?

INDICATE YOUR AGREEMENT OR DISAGREEMENT WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS BY CIRCLING THE

APPRCPRIATE NUMBER:
STRONGLY. STRONGLY.00N'T
AGREE.- AGREE NEUTRAL 'DISAGREE DISAGREE KNOW

2. Summer school works best when
scheduled at the beginning of
the summer.

3. Students'-I981-82 schools were coop-
erative when asked'for additional
information about students or
teachers.

4 Resource teachers-or aides should
summer school 0 1

nu . 1

.1(1,0 2(4' 3

"lit

.. 1" 2 6p1) 3

be available on each
campus. ,

COMMUNITY SCHOOL:

1,1.00 5. Community school activities were
well. planned and organized.

1 .306. Children appeared to enjorthe
community school activities.

2..'20 7. It is important to have the com-
munity school libraries open and
available for.summer school. students

Overall, the community school,activ-
ities enhanced the summer school
program..

;z.ql) 9. Community school activities should
be included in .the summer school
program .next year.

It was easy to coordinate the
schedules of the instructional
program, and community school pro-

grams.'

11. What effect, if any, did community
school Activities have on the regu-
lar summer school learning process?

a.vo 8.

4 (4)5

Puce' is fe*coir se WA* Res/o 5
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12. Do you have any suggestions for ways to improve the community school component of
future summer schcals?

ENROLLMENT:

13. When do you think summer school enrollment should be closed?

pa%) Alwr Before the first day How long before? Ar LexT. .A Wett< , 1;11

On the first day
At the end of the first week

__L__ Other (Specify)

c4.400,. ael. s -1-

14. Did the student data'cards provide enough information? 1 Yes 11) No
What should be added? Ca'r

Old the lack of information on some students s.dem to have any harmful effects?

"01";)

15. How many students attended summer school at- your campus who were not retainees?
If any,'pleasa provide their names and identification numbers so we can count
them separately.

nTRAINING:

16. How would you rate your training in the following areas (circle one or more):

reading curriculum
math curriculum
home visits /phone calls
schedule for school day
record-keeping requirements
assigning students to classes

.. . DID NOT
WONDERFUL ADE UNNECESSARY- RECEIVE

: 1 `C-a& 2. "(1°Y. 3 4 5

11 4 5

1' 2J"r Cie° 3 4 5

lgi /4 2 5
111.404) 2,!...24440' . ] :ICA) 11 °°'
1 .: Le54' 3

5

4 5

What areas did you need more information about? Co you have any ideas about how
this could be'handled better next year?.

18. What did you like best about this summer school?

19. What changes are most needed next year?

THANK YOU!

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM AS SOON AS POSSIBLE TO JOHN MAC DONALD, ADM. BLDG., BOX 79

H'=.9 -
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1. GENERAL REACTION TO THE SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM

g. Other rewards (specify any you especially liked):

- Paper certificates! (rated "1" = "Wonderful")

- Weekly attendance awards; coin purses (rated ".2" = "Adequate")

Certificates (rated "1 ")'

COMMENTS (on general reaction to summer school):.

- Teachers should have had at least one hour planning period at
the.end of the day. By the,time buses were loaded and students
were out of the building, it was 12:40-12:45 and teachers had .

only 15-20 minutes of paid planning time.

COMMUNITY SCHOOL:

4. Resource teachers or aides should be. available on each summer school

campus. (A "STRONGLY AGREE" to "STRONGLY DISAGREE" scaled item)

- Disagree; perhaps a counselOr.

11. -What effect, if any, did the community school activities have on the
regular summer school learning process?

- The community school activities provided that necessary "break"
or recess time for students to relax and exercise and "do some-
thing different" from reading or math. ,I strongly believe the
success at our campus was due to the excellent planning and
cooperation of the community school staff.

- The community. school activities supplemented summer school very

well! The major problems I had with community school were the
supervision of children for the afternoon school" classes and

building maintenance.

- Provided a break and different type of activities.

- No noticeable effect!

SpontaneJus comments on the Community School:

- Super job!.

19
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12. Do you have any suggestions for ways to improve the community school
component of future summer schools?

- It really does not work well when people who are not teachers
handle groups of kids.

- Continue to provide a wide variety of courses or activities
for the students and not allow a lar3e period of time for
recess or outdoor play (30 minutes is sufficient; possibly
less) .

- The District° should 0.ve more Ilrlanrial support to
school if the prograth is used next year.

- Employ trained workers for the various activities.
a trained counselo for students.

community

'Provide

- Supervision was somewhat of a problem. More discipline problems
arose during the community school component than at other times
of the day.

14.,, Did the student data cards provide enough information? What should be
added?-

- Teacher's name, address,

- Teacher's name should have been on the card.

- Need school and teacher on entry form. Need cumulative folder.

Did the lack of information on some students seem to have any harmful
effects?

- No.

- Yes, when the teacher was out of town.

- Somewhat--it would have been helpful to have complete information
on current ITBS scores and students' birthdate, ethnicity, etc. on
the card.

- No, since the curriculum was so structured and the direct-teach
model was used this had little effect.

- No.
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15. How many students attended summer school'at your campus-who were not
retainees? If any, please provide their names and identification
numbers so we can count them separately.

- None to my knowledge. However, we had no way of checking
retainees from previous years.

17. What areas did you need more information about? Do you have any
ideas about how this could be handled better next year?

- Problem--handling of student cards and registration forms
by the central office, transportation, and the summer school.
A better way should be found to minimize paperwork getting
lost and still have the student attend the school closest to
home.

- Grouping of students for reading and the assigned levels. Could
be handled by planning earlier.

- Record-keeping requirements were constantly changing or someone
adding something the last week of school. All requirements need
to,be-finalized and explained to teachers and directors before
summer school begins.

- My problem was one.of time--being assigned late.

18. What did you like best about this summer school?

- I liked the curriculum and rewardsbut we need to refine the
rewards.

- Opportunity for students to work with calculators in class and be
able to take them home on their own. Small classes were great!

- The curriculum materials. Students focUsed on schedule.

- The lack of pressure on students and teachers; the dedication and
sincere interest of our staff in promoting

'And

working for the
success of our students; the rewards and positive attention our
students received (the discipline problems were very minimal);
and .the length of the school day was perfect.

- The curriculum and the teachers selected were very good!
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19. What 'changes are most needed next year?

- Have teachers work on the committee on curriculum so that we
Could avoid minor slipupb; i.e., they know what materials,
supplies would: be needed and practical aspects of the program.
We had a great experience at Becker.

- Too many questions are left unanswered by leaving registration
open until school begins. Materials need to be ordered, classroom
furniture arranged, snacks ordered, etc. I suggest closing regis-
tration about a week before school starts. Overall, however, the
summer schbol was good for the kids, and AISD should continue
summer school next summer.

- Start planning earlier and have a cutoff date for enrollment.

1) As much advanced planning as possible involving everyone
concerned.

12) Ordering rewards, stickers, etc. earlier" with the involvement
of the staff at each local campus (even consider giving each
teacher $25 - $50 to use in purchasing rewards for their own
class).

3) Letting everyone know what the official last working day will
be before they contract to teach-rthis year's changes and
"Surprises" were unnecessary and unprofessional, in my opinion.

4) Having enough supplies on hand in the warehouse for summer
schools--this would only require early planning and looking at
what was used this year so that those items could be on hand
the first of June or earlier!

Thanks for giving me the opportunity. I only hope it will help
for next year.

- The logistics for organizing summer school need to be coordinated
better. The enrollment sho9ild be CLOSED at LEAST a week before
summer school begins so that materials,schedules, etc. can be
finalized.
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82.25 - Imstrumenc Description: Teacher Survey

3rtaf descriotton of :he instrmnent:

The Teacher Survey was designed to assessteachers' perceptions of the quality of the

summer school program, their.percepcions of the quality of the in-service preparation

they received, their.percepcions of the effectiveness of the home visits and of the

phone calls made co their students' former teachers, and their perceptions of the

effectiveness of the summer school curriculum. Three forms were used: one for math

teachers, one for reading teachers, and the third for LEP reading and LEP mach teachers.

These three forms are contained in Actachment.I-1.

72 wham was the 'Last :mitt= administered?

All 77 of the summer school teachers were sent the teacher survey.

mow manor cirms was the Last-moment administered?

Once.

!Then was the instenoenr ad-ministered?

The survey was delivered by ORE personnel to teacher mailboxes on July 6, 1982, during-

the last week of the summer school.

Caere was the instrnnent adninis"*.'0d/

Teachers completed the survey at .their schools or other location of choice.

N'Ito ad:ministered :he Ix:scrim:ant?

The instrument was self-administered.

7hat =aiming 4 the adminiarrntors have?

N/A

Was the instrmrtnt administered under standardized conditions?

No.

Tare theme nrtbLems with the 'Instr.-trent or the ad:Li:isat:Lon chat nizht Affect

the validitv of the data?

Several teachers double-responded to some items. During keypunching, these Items were

coded on an alternating low-high scheme; e.g., if two teachers circled both 2 and 3 when

responding to an item, the first teacher's response was coded as a 2, and the ocher,

teacher's response was coded as a 3. Of the 77 teachers, 73 returned surveys, for a

return rate of 95%.

7110 developed :he izatrunent?

Office of Research and Evaluation staff.

%hat rellabilitv andvaildirr data are available on the instrnment?

None.

Are :here norm data Ave:I:Lab/a for incartratint :hrrightlts?

No.

2
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TEACHER SURVEY

Purpose

. The Summer School Teacher Survey was administered to gather information
regarding the following decision and evaluation questions:

Decision Question D2: Was the structure of summer school
appropriate for future summer schools? Are alterations
necessary?

Evaluation Question D2-1: What training did staff
receive? Did staff feel the training was effective?

Evaluation Question D2-12: What effect did the home
visit have on parent's' activities with their children?

Decision Question D3: Should additional information be pro-
vided to teachers about the students before the start of
future sxnmer school programs?

Evaluation Question D3-2: Were summer school teachers
.able to reach regular school teachers of assigned
retainees?

Evaluation Question D3-3: Were teachers able to visit
the homes of assigned retainees?

Evaluation Question D3-4: How valuable were the home
visits perceived to be by the summer school teachers?

Decision Question D4: Should retainees be encouraged to attend
summer school?

Evaluation Question D4-5: Can any variables be identified
that relate to student achievement?

Procedure

The Summer School Teacher Survey was designed by Office of Research and Eval-
uation staff during June 1982. Three forms of the survey were construetgd:
Form R for reading teachers, ForM M for math teachers, and Form L for teachers
of Limited English Proficiency students. These three forms are contained in
Attachment I 1. The first 14 items are common to all three.forms; these items

1-3
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concern general reactions to the summer school program, the quality of the
inservice preparation, the home visits and phone calls made to students'
former teachers, the enrollment policy, and the community school activities.
Items which were not common to all three forms concerned the curricular mate-
rials used in the summer school. Form ti and Form L each had eight items con=
cerning the curriculum, and Form R had five items.

Summer school directors were surveyed concerning the.topics which were dis=
cussed at the local inservice sessions. A draft copy of the survey was sent
to the'directors for their comments and suggestions. The finalized surveys
were distributed to teachers during the last week of summer school. A total
of 73 of the 77 teachers returned surveys to ORE for a return rate of 95%.

Teachers' responses to scaled items were summarized by obtaining frequencies
of responses to each. These frequencies are reported separately for reading,
math, and LEP teachers in Attachment I-1. Ovetall responses for common ques-
tions by all groups of teachers combined are shown in Attachment 1-2. Teach-
ers' comments are reported in Attachment 1-3.

Results

,Results are,reported here as they pertain to each evaluation question.

Evaluation Question D2-1: What training did staff receive? Did staff feel
the training was effective?

Teaching staff received inservice training on several dates; On May 15, an
inservice session providing a general overview of the program and the curricu-
lum was presented for all teachers at the central administration building.
After May 15, the summer school enrollment increased beyond initial estimates,
and new summer school teachers were hired. The general overview was again
presented on May 31 for these teachers. On June 1 and June 2; inservice ses-.

. sions concerning the summer school program at the lodal campus level were
presented on each summer school campus.

An item concerning which inservice sessions teachers attended was added after
the survey had been sent to three schools, and so only 29 teachers were asked
which inservice workshops they had attended. Of these, three (10.3%) were
hired so late that,they could not attend any workshops. The central inservice
sessions were attended by 16 (55.2%) of the teachers, and 24 (82.8%) attended
the local inservice sessions. The local inservice' sessions thus reached the
highest number of teschers.

The topics mentioned by suMmer'school directors as, covered in the local in-
service were addressed in question 4 on the survey. Teachers were asked to
rate -these topics on a scale from "1" ("essential") to "5" ("useless"); T$e
mean ratings that math, reading,, and LEP teachers each gave are contained lin
Figure I-1. More than half of all ,teachers rated every topic as essential
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READING (N=.32)

(1.4)

(1.5)

MATH (N.33) LEP (N.3)

(1.00)

(1.33)Reward Programs
'School Schedule

Reward Programs
Conducting Home Visits/

Phone Calls .(1.00)
Attendance Procedures

Program Organiz. (1.6) School Sched. (1.6)
Urie of Curr. Matra. (1.7) School Schedule (L.7)
Attendance Proced. (1.7) Using School Equip. (1.7)
Discipline (1.7)
Self-Concept (1.7) Atte)idance (1.5)

Community School. (1.9) Building Self-Con-
cept . (1.9)

Reward Programs (2.0) Discipline (2.0)
Program Org. (2.0) Community SchoOl (2.0)
Use of Curr. Mat. (2.1) Grouping Students (2.0)

School EquiPMent (2.2) Discipline- (2.2)
Grouping Students (2.3) Program Org. (2.3)
Conducting Home Vis. (2.3) Use:of Curr. Mat. (2.33)

Community School (2.4)
AcCounting_ (2.5) Grouping Students (2.5) Accounting (2.5)

AcCounting (2.5)
Using School

EquipMent (2.6)
Conducting Home

Visits/P.C.s (2.6)

Figure I-I. RATINGS OF IMPORTANCE GIVEN BY TEACHERS TO IN-SERVICE
TOPICS. A rating of 1.0 means teachers considered that topic to be
"essential ", 2.0. means "very helpful", 3.0 means "fairly helpful", and.
,4.0 means "useless"

0
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or very helpful. Reading, math, and LEP teachers tended to rate inservice
training in the use of the reward. systems, discussion of the school schedule,
and program organization as most essential in preparing them to teach summer
school. Reading teachers rated discussion of disciplinary procedures as more
essential than did math or LEP teachers. LEP teachers were unanimous in, the
belief that inservice activities preparing teachers to conduct home visits
were essential; however, the reading and math teachers found this to be only
"fairly helpful."

Most of the summer school, teachers attended the local inservice sessions.
Of all of the topics reported by the directors as having been covered, the
most essential in the view of.most teachers was the topic of how the reward
systems were to be carried out. It is interesting that only the. three LEP
teachers.considered the inservice on conducting home visits, to be esseni-
tial. It may be that LEP teacher's consider home visits to be essential to
the success of their instructional efforts, or that LEP teachers feel a
greater challenge in making a successful home visit than do non -LEP teachers.
Non-LEP teachers expressed some frustration with the amount of time spent
conducting home visits, but generally found them useful.

Ten teachers provided comments about the inservice activities. Three of
these said that the May 15 inservice should have provided core information
about teaching summer-school students. Two commented that the inservice
activities were very helpful and should be repeated. Others commented that
the inservice was well-planned, .that it was. eces8ary in achieving success,
and that the director was very sensitive to teacher concerns. More negative
comments

. _
mments were that the discussion of-self-concept-was "a waste of time,"

. that the inservice should be conducted earlier so that teachers can get
'their materials ready earlier, and thatextra planning time for teachers was
needed for activities conducted during the inservice..

Evaluation Question D3-2: Were summer school teachers able to reach regular
school teachers of assigned retainees?

Evaluation Question D3-3: Were teachers able to visit the homes of assigned
retainees?

As reported in Appendix B of the first report, teachers were able to complete
383 of the 592 assigned teacher calls (.64.7 %) and 140 of the 144 assigned
"home visits (97.9%). Part of this difference in completion.rates is dud to
the way the process was set up; more phone calls. were assigned, teachers
were told they did,not have to substitute other teachers if they made at
least two attempts to reach those assigned, and two alternates were chosen
for the home visits.
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Evaluation Question D3-4: How valuable were the home visits perceived to
be by summer school teachers?

A related question not specifically stated in the evaluation design is how
valuable the telephone calls to former teachers were perceived to be. To
gather information on the relative value of each, summer school teachers
were asked to indicate the degree to which they agreed with the statement
that:

"Calling former teachers was more useful than making home visits."

Of the 69 teachers responding, 32% agreed that calling teachers was more
useful and 28%,disagreed (indicating they thought both were equally useful
or home visits were more useful). A large percentage (41%) were neutral on
the question. Thus, the responses to this question did not -Lndicate a clear
preference for home visits or calls to former teachers. t

Teacherwere also asked whether the home visits and calls to fotmer teachers
provided information useful in teaching the children. Overall, 88% said home
visits provided useful information at least to some extent. Specifically,
34% felt visits provided useful-information to a great extent, 54% felt the
information was useful to some extent, and 11% said the home visits provided
no useful information. The three LEP teachers seemed to view the information
as more valuable than other teacherstwo of the three (67%) said the infoi- .

mation was valuable to a great extent:

In terms of telephone calls to forMer teachers, 47% agreed that the informa-
tion supplied was useful, 39% were neutral, and 14% disagreed. This suggests
.a slightly more positive view towards the home visit information.

Open-ended comments were also solicited on the survey about home visits and
phone calls-to former teachers. In general, comments were less frequent and
more positive about home visits as compared to phone calls to teachers.

Thirteen positive and five negative specific comments were made by teachers
on the survey about home visits (see Attachment 1-3). Positive comments
generally centered on the idea that the visits were enjoyable, that they
increased teachers' understanding of the child's acadeMic problems and home
environment, and that. the parents seemed to like them. Negative comments
were that home visits did not provide useful information (three teachers),
were dangerous (one teacher), were time - consuming (two teachers)., and were
difficult to schedule (one teacher).

In contrast to home visit comments, more teachers specifically said negative.
things about phone calls than positive. About 34 negative comments and eight
positive comments were noted. Many teachers felt the telephone calls to
fotmer teachers simply did not provide-information that was not available
through other sources. Seven-specifically mentioned that most of the same
information was or could be available through the student enrollment informa-
tion card or strengths and weaknesses sheets. At least five teachers said
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former teachers were not very cooperative, largely because they felt they
had put the information on the strengths and weaknesses sheets or because
principals had not notified them they might be called. Ten teachers said
former teachers were difficult to reach. Four said former teachers were
too negative about the students and that the children were actually better
than they had been led to believe they would be.

Although some comments referred to problems with the process that were
specific to this year and that could be ,corrected, ,the general sentiment
seemed to be that phone calls to former teachers did not provide informa-
tion that was not available on forms already being completed on retainees.
Teachers seemed to feel that the strengths and weaknesses sheets filled out
on each retainee in the spring should be forwarded to the summer school
teacher and that these sheets could supply most of the same information
gained by the calls. The regular school year teachers' name and telephone
number should also be listed on the enrollment card so the summer school
teacher could easily call if this was felt to be recessary. Regular school-
year teachers should be informed that they might be called.

Evaluation Question D2-12: What effect did.the home visit have on parents'
activities'with their children?

Some light.may be shed on whether home visits are likely to have some posi-
tive general effeCts by asking teachers if they observed any events that
might be related to the home visit or by asking parents if they did anything
different with their children as a result of the visit. Simply asking
teachers if they believed home visits were effective is likely to result in
positively biased responses. Asking teachers to be specific about changes
will minimize this biasing effect, however. Another problem that must be
considered is that teachers made the home visit before they knew the child,
and so had no "control child" with which to compare the child.after receiv-
ing the home' visit.

Teachers were asked to provide,specific events which led them to believe .

`that the home visits were effective. Forty-five teachers provided responses
to this item. Thirteen (29%) said there were no observable changes in home-
school relations. Nine (20 %) said the child appeared to be more comfortable
with the teacher than children'not receiving home visits; one teacher said
that a reluctant:, sibling decided to attend summer school after she visited
the children's parents. Six.teachers(13%) reported better attendance among
children receiving home visits than:among children whose parents were not.
visited. Four (9%) reported that parents demonstrated greater interest
after a home visit by making school visits themselves and exchanging notes
with the.teacher.

One final item related to the home visits asked about the extent to which the
home visit improved the relationship between the home and school. Overall,

32% (22) of the 69 teachers responding believed it improved the relationship
to a great extent, with 57% (39) saying to some extent, and 12% (8) saying
not at all. Thus, 89% felt the home visits improved the home-school relation-
ship at least to some extent. fte-
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Apparently, home visits generally do improve the relationship between
teachers and parents at least to some extent. These effeCts seem
related to attendance, and to interest in school on the part of both the
child and the parents. However, we do not have enough information about
what teacher behaviors during home visits make them effective. We know less
about the information gained from the home visit.

Enrollment.

Teachers were also asked about enrollment issues. A majority (90%) of
teachers had students who were registered but who did not show up. Both
math and reading teachers had a median of three students not showing up.
LEP'teachers had a median of six students not showing up. Reading teachers
reported a median of. 31/2 students enrolling on the first day or thereafter,
math teachers reported two students adding, and LEP teachers reported a
median of three students added,. Reading and math teachers should have
reported the same number of students being added on or after the first day,
but this was not the case. Some reading teachers reported as many as
twelve students being added on or after,the.first day, whereas no math
teachers reported any more than fide students being added the first day or
after. Teachers were asked if the late additions were detrimental to their
teaching effectiveness, Almost all (72) teachers responded to this item.
Of the math teachers, 17(53.1%) responded that it was detrimental,' but
only nine reading teachers (28.1%) considered the additions detrimental.
Two of the three LEP teachers believed their teaching was detrimentally
affected by the late additions.

.'eachers were asked how the late additions were detrimental to teaching
.efectiveness. Thirty teachers provided.responses. The most frequently
reported problem'concerned how far behind the children arriving late were,
and how difficult it was to find time to'help them catch up (13 responses,

Another.problem was finding'supplies and materials for the late
arrivals (five, or 16.7%). Other problems mentioned getting new Children
adjusted to'the routine (13.4%), the lack of information available-on new
children (13.3%), excessive distractions, difficulty in pacing instruction,
the poor attendance of late arrivals, the problem of regrouping students,
and changing seating arrangements (each of these were given by one teacher
each). One teacher reported that following the enrollment of late arrivals,
she had three grade levels in her clasSroom and had difficulty maintaining
discipline.

There are several decisions that might be made regarding problems with late-
arriving students. One is to close enrollment early, so that there are few
late arrivals. This is probably the most efficient solution. Other solu-
tions will be more costly. For those students who do-,arrive late, the main
problemsthat.would have to be alleviated would_be getting supplies and mate-.
rials-foi themgetting.information about them and helping them Catch up to
their summer classmates.
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The supply problem would have to be alleviated by making sure teachers have
an adequate supply based on the knowledge of how many late arrivals there
are likely to be. Ninety percent of math teachers had less thafive late
additions after school started (less than 30% of class enrollment).. Ninety
percent of reading teachers had less than seven (less than 50% of class
enrollment). Because of the colt of materials, it will be difficult to
oversupply teachers. What latecomers have missed in instruction might be
made up by peer tutoring; however, this may take basic instruction time
away from the student who is the tutor, unless the tutoring is done during
the Community School time. Getting information .quickly about these students
will also be difficult because, by definition, nobody knows who these stu-
dents are until they arrive in class, and obtaining information and trans-
ferring it to the summer school teacher needs advance planning. The most
productive solution may be to close enrollment sometime before the first
day of summer school.

Curriculum:

Teachers were also asked about the quality ,of the curricular materials.
These results will be discussed by subject area.

Reading Teachers: Thirty-three reading teachers provided responses to these
items. More than 80% of the teachers judged the quality, appropriateness,
and usefulness of the reading materials to be excellent or good. Nine per-
cent of the teachers considered the quality and appropriateness to be poor.
Only two teachers who rated the quality of materials as inadequate or poor
gave reasons for this rating; one said the materials were too easy for
students, the other said the materials were too difficult. As for student
response to reading, materials, all teachers reported that students liked
the materials. Two-thirds of the teachers reported that students liked
Scholastic-Text Extenders "a great deal," about half of the teachers reported
that students liked the CMLR System materials "a great deal," and 60% of the
teachers reported that students liked Modern Curriculum Press Primary Books
"a great deal."

A large majority of teachers felt that CMLR and Scholastic Text Extenders
should be used again (88% and 97%, respectively). Siiity-two'per cent felt
that Modern Curriculum Press books should be used again, and only-41% felt
Houghton-Mifflin Mini-Books should be.used again.

Another question concerned what activities teachers were engaged in Other
than teaching CMLR for-at least 10 minutes a day. Most of the teachers (76%)
had daily reading aloud and independent reading (73%); 44% of teachersengaged
in vocabulary.instruction, 32%. in phonics instruction, 21% in mixed skill
workbooks, and 3% in performing plays. Other, activities included storywriting,
book reports, journal writing, and study skills.-

Teachers were asked if they had an adequate supply of all materials and 25
teachers responded. Of these teachers, 22.(88* had.an adequate supply.
Three teachers-:.(12%) responded that they would have liked workbooks for com-
prehension exercises. Another teacher thought that workbooks on word-attack
skills for'. intermediate students would have been helpful.

32
I-10
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'Math Teachers: Of the 36 math teachers responding, 66% and 69% of the
teachers described the curriculum's quality and appropriateness as "excel-
lent" ortood", respectively. About 11% and 8%' viewed the materials as
"inadequate" or "poor". The primary problem areas suggested for improve-
ment were:

Finding a workbook that correlates better with Math for Everyone
than Succeeding in Mathematics (15 teachers);
Coordinating the workbook and.objectives better (5 teachers);
Providing more manipulatives, hands-on materials, and math games
(11 teachers);
Improqing the tests--some were confusing, some didn't test the
skills well,. some skills had no tests, some activity sheets
had incorrect responses (10 teachers);

Providing more sufficient supplies of thermofax and ditto paper
(6 teachers);

Providing more skill practice sheets (5 teachers);
Reducing paperwork (2 teachers).

The grade 2 teachers seemed most concerned about the coordination
of materials and the tests.

A large number of. teachers- reported that students liked calculator enrich-.
ment,"a great deal" (86%). 'A third of the teachers reported that their
students liked Math for Everyone "a great deal," and 29% reported their stu-
dents liked Succeeding in Math "a great deal." As to which materials should
be used again, 89% of the teachers said calculator enrichment, 76% said Math
for Everyone, and 54% said' Succeeding in Mathematics. When asked which mate-
rials should be, eliminated next year,'six of 16 (38%) said none, nine (56%)
said Succeeding in Mathematics should be eliminated, and.four (25%) said Math
for Everyone.

Most math teachers said they received an adequate supply of materials OM.
Of the other 19%, five teachers reported that they needed more ditto paper,
transparencies, and thermofax masters. One teacher said that she didn't
have enough scented stickers to give out ten a day and that.the stickers
were not scented. Another teacher said textbooks were needed. Full comments
made by math teachers about the program in general and its strengths and
weaknesses are contained in Attachment 1-3.

LEP Teachers: Only three LEP teachers were involVed in the program. One
teacher taught both reading-and math, another teacher taught only math, and
the third teacher taught only Spanish reading and English as a Second-Language.
For purposes'of rating LEP curricula, there were two teacherS rating the math
and two teachers rating the Spanish reading/ESL materials.

One reading/ESL-teacher rated both the quality and appropriateness of the
,curricula as "excellent," and the usefulness of the materials as "adequate."
The other teacher rated the quality, appropriateness and usefulness of the
curricula as "adequate." Both teachers reported that students liked the
materials "a great deal," and both teachers thought the materials should be
used again.

1
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One math teacher rated the quality of the,math materials as "good," the
appropriateness of the materials as "adequate," and the usefulness as
"adequate." The other teacher rated the quality of the'Aaterialsis
"inadequate," the appropriateness of the materials as "inadequate," and
the usefulness as "adequate." Both teachers said the students liked calcu-
lator enrichment "a great deal," one teacher reported that students liked
Math for Everyone and Succeeding in Mathematics "a great deal," and the
other said students considered these two books "okay." Both teachers thought
the.materiais should be used again. All teachers reported they had enough
materials except one teacher who reported she needed more Spanish workbooks.

Impressions:

Problems associated with this year's summer school might be alleviated in
future summer schools by closing enrollment early. Teachers could then
know which students will be in.their classes, how many materials they will
need, and will not have to divide their efforts by taking time to help late-

. comers get oriented and get caught up.

Home visits and contact with the former teacher both appear to be of benefit,
to both teachers and students. They do require extra pay.to teachers, how-
ever, so alternatives might be considered. Skills strengths and weaknesses
sheets from previdus teachers might provide at least some of the information
provided through phone calls. Some mechanism for getting this information
to the summer school teacher needs to be developed and implemented.

I-12
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SUMMER SCHOOL TEACHER SURVEY
411111 Lep iv= 3
ill summer school teachers are being asked to complete this survey. Information frma this
st*ff survey will help in planning future summer schools by identifying problems which,
might be improved upon and strengths which should be built upon is future summer schools4,'
Your responses will be kept confidential. Please respond to the specific questions Listed
below.. real free to add comments to any questions.

GENERAL REACTION TO THE SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM: (Circle
1. In general, hair would you rate the summer school's:

Ir.

a.

b.
C.
d.

a.
/.

47

1.400

Organization in your school
Effectiveness in improving students'
Teacher schedule and planning time
Popile.tescher ratio
Retards (calculators)
Rewards (scented stickers) E,

Other rruards (specify any you especially
liked):

skills

2. What did you7likr best about sammar schoolthis year?

3. What changes are most needed next year?

one) NOT 4
WONDER- ADE rum- ApPtv
FUL a QUATE a QUATE * CABLE A.
11 33 21V 47 3 v 4

2 0 3 0 4
21' e7 3 o 4

2 0 3 0 4
0

, 0 .

lot ow
2
2 0

3
3

4
0 4

1I1 10.

111

0

0

0
0

0 3 (3 4 0,

* z peicrAirt 0 I. Au. s gozamS1.4.

NSF-5

LI-SERVICE PREPARATION:.
4. The'following topics were discussed at local in-service workshops. Not every school

covered dui same topics. Please rate the following topics according to their effec-
tiveness in helping you teach your summer school class.

VERT ?ALI= NOT
ESSLITTAL FILPITIL HELPFUL USEr,i!SS 03171MMM31. u.

Organization of the program 14 23 2 '0 31f GI is 0 5
Grouping of students for reading/math V 33 21 as 31 33 4 0 5 0
Use of the curricular materials is
your subject area (reading /math)

2.00 d. Community School program
e. Your school'i daily schedule

/.33 f. Building self-concept
o.00 g. Discipline procedures

h. aaward'programs
i. Conducting home visits /phone calls

/.7 j. Using school equipment and other resources
/.31 k. Attendance policies
2-r° 1. Accounting procedures for equipment /supplies 1 0

Did you attend these.inservice sessional. Overviiw on May15 LD) Overview

oo
.23

a.

b.

C.

I
/40

33

1 0
33

10 67
11 33
1111

1111

1 6.7

2 0 3 "47 4 0
3 a 4 0
3 0 4 0

24 33 3 0 4 0
21 33 3' 13 4 0
2 a 3 0 4. 0
2 o 3 o 4 0
22111 67 3 04 0
2' SO 31 CO 4

'IU let
2..11

Comments: 3
on May 31

5

S

0

5 0
5 0
5 0

5 o
5 0

5

5 o
30 /

Campus a:service an June 1_11(1-7)June 2 II 6;7)

fr.crfq, C.1

HOME VISITS AND PRONE CALLS TO FORMER TEACHERS:

.TO
GREAT EXTENT

/.335. The home visit provided information which
was useful in teaching the children 111 (0)

1.336. The home visit improved,the relationship
between home and school.

.

7. Did anything specific happen which demonstrated this improved

/.4r S. The information received from the former
teacher was useful in teaching the children.

1.47 9. Calling former teachers was more useful than
making home visits.

CCMMENTS about home visits and phone calls:

T3 um NOT
-11-:IL AT ALL

' C33)

2 1.4 3 (o)
relationship?

AGREE gm:1AL DISAGREE

1
III

C- °V 2 (0) 3 (0)

Ca3) 21\ 67) 3

BEST COPY MAILABLE
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'1.00

3.00

MIROLLHENT:

10. Mow many students origipally scpadulad,to be in you firm period class did not,A0
shale up at all? ) CI ) 76) Z Z. 7.47 ; ot,5°\:7(..1) ; mep

A. M4y;7.--

1 Haw many students were added the first day? 7 6/ After the first day?

12. Did the late additions affect your teaching of activeness?

'Tag, a. lot Yes, a little kl WAV Unsure_LL)3;1)
13. If the late additions were detrimental, how?

14. When do you think summer school enrollment should be closed?

Before the first day
%1 op the first day
I 3 t the and of the first week

Other (Specify)

LEP TEACHERS: MATERIALS'

rt =, ..v M T

24. What do you see as the strengths of the.materials used?

0 17. Haw would you rate the aporo Reading: 11 611). 2 3 1 (v0 4 5

3...TO priatenese of the materials Math : 1 2 3 1 (A9 4 IL& 5

for you students' functional.
level?

18. Raw would you rata the useful Reading: 1 2 3 1"" 4 5

ness of the materials for Math : 1. 2 I'dob) 4 5

summer school? U
NOT

A GREAT DEAL OKAY DID NOT LIKE APPLICABLE

19. Howdid the students like:
1.00 a. Stepping Into English

11

.0o b. Play and Practice
1

is4
2

2

3 4

3

:
41:0c. "I Like English" picture cards 11 40 2 3 4'

/50 d. Supplemental Readers ("Caracolitos,"
"Una Cosa") LI Cs 21(s. 3 4

20. How did the students like:
1.50

/fr,
a. Math for Everyone .111.s0 2' (73 1 4'

b. Succeeding is Mathematics 1 1 (4°) 21 (4° 3 41
hoo

c. Calculator Enrichment 1 1% ei° 2 3 41

21. What reading materials should ba used again? (Check any or all)
1164Stapping into English
%le..1Play and Practice
IIAJCI Lika English" picture cards
1 1 6d6upplamental Readers

thar (specify)

22.- What math materials should be used again?
1104:Math for Everyone gilmaCalculator Enrichment
066ucceeding in Mathematics

23. Did you receive an adequate supply of all materials? 22yes 1 V)
If not, what did you lack?

Weaknesses?

24. What do you see as the strengths of the.materials used?

25. Were there any materials you did not have that you feel would be helpful for
future summer schools? rj? .

CCir4 LE

Weaknesses?

THANK YOU!

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ABOUT SUMMER SCHOOL:

25. Were there any materials you did not have that you feel would be helpful for
future summer schools? rj? .

CCir4 LE

36

THANK YOU!

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ABOUT SUMMER SCHOOL:

rot =I, ....v FM TO

36
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SUMER SCHOOL TEACHER SURVEY

ar racnmenr j.

Page 3 of 6

Re o1 /1"/ 3y
All summer school teachers are being asked to complete this survey. Information from this
staff survey will help La planning future summer schools by identifying problems which
might be improved upon and strengths which should be built upon in future summer schools.
Your responses will be kept confidential. Pleas, respond to the specific questions listed
below. Feel erse to add comments to any questions.

GENERAL REACTION TO THE SUMMER SCHOOL PPI3GRAM: (Circle one) NOT
1. In general, how would you rate the summer school's: WONDER- ADS-. MADE- 'APPLI6

a.

b.

c:
d.

e.

f.

g.

Organization in your school f1,'364
Effectiveness La improving students' skills nsm.4
Teacher schedule and planning time n.',0
Pupil-teacher ratio rpo-34
Rewards (calculators) rla:IY
Reward' (scented stickers)

r) *fr3V
Other rewards (specify any you especially
liked): ma. AO

2. What did you like but about summer school this year?

3. What changes are most needed oast year?

FUL QUATE QUATE CABLE
'32.,1% 2 I Y.7 /to 3 2.1% 4 a. ag,

1 3r 2 151.I 3 6T 4 0.0

174.0 2 aci 3 a/ 4 o.o
1 70.4, 2 2..4 3 Tar 40.0
11" 2/T.1 f 30.0* 42./
1132.11 20.4 3 o.o 4. o.0

I VW 2 /S.116 3 0.0f - 4 so,

IN-SERVICE PREPARATION:
4. The following topics were discussed at local in- service workshops. Not every school

covered the same topics. Please rate the fol./wing topics according to their effec-
tiveness in helping you,tesch your summer school class.

VERY FAIRLY NOT
ESSENTIAL HELPFUL HELPFUL USELESS COMM

Organization of the program r12.3'3. 1S3.1% 237.5% 3 9.v1Y, 4 0..fs
Grouping of students for reading/math 'Wu 132:.14 Z 39.3o 3 n40' 4 3.S1
Use of the curricular materials in
your subject area (reading/math) elr..31.

d. Community School program
a. Your school's daily schedule
f. Building self-concept

.g. Discipline procedures
h. Reward programs w n ir-so

i. Conducting home visits/phone calls risla
j. Using school equipment and other resources
k. Attendance policies
1. Accounting procedures for equipment/supplies

n-JP.,12
Did you attend thesainservice sessions? Overview on May 15 Overview on May 31°140r do

1.7a.

a.

b.

,Is I

h 331
x1'30

r.. Ys

153.1 2 2.3".1 3 1nS
10.T a 2 214.m4 3 2.Y. 2.A

1 iVS. 2 2..If 3 T. 7
1 44./11 2 41'.314 3 4.44
1 T.1.1.4 237.5 3 t.L.4
1 S4.5 2 34.41 3 3.1
1i$.6 2 TX 4. 3 43or
as." 4 2 co.,* 323.41

1 113." 2 40. 3 13-.4
m4 -I' 2 360 3 34.44

4 43
4 a o
4 0.0
4 0.0
4 34
4,0.0
4 3.1
4 o.of
4 0.0
4 o.o

3 o.0,1,
59.7
3.0._0
56,.s
5 0.0
ro.o
50.0
5 0.0
5 0.0
5 6.1
5 0.
5 ro. 3

Comments:
, Campus Inservdca on June ljffar June 2 ud HIS

Nowa

ROME VISITS AND PHONE CALLS TO FORMER TEACHERS:

5. The 110= visit provided information which
"was useful in teaching the children. n=lo.

1.11 6. The home visit ,improved the relationship
between home and. school. - fts3 -a. 1 Z4.9 2 6-°47 3 15-.4

,7. Did anything specific happen which demonstrated this improved relationship?

TOA .TO same' NOT
GREAT EXTLIT EXTENT AT ALL

1. 17S% 2 53.1% 3 `t is

r AGREE .EUTRAL DISAGREE
/..75 8. The information received from the former

teacher was useful in teaching the children. m....=2.. 1 Y°4% 2 1a32O 3 /.5".43%
D.07 9. Calling fOrmar teachers was more useful than

making home viiits: ---:31 1. 7,',5 .S' 249. 1vl
COMMITS about home visits and phone calls

. ,at-15 3 7

3 -3.3

tr"?' Pn.7.rt r.vr r 717
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Attachment I-1
Page 4 of 6

10. How many students originally scheduled to be in your lira)period class did not
show up at all? 7 3, ", Mss 3.0o

11. How many students ware added the first day?,56,2's After the first day? Irauxj...":..

12. Did the late additions affect your teaching effectiveness?
Yes, a lot ao.S % Yes, a little iS.4: No V7/./r Unsure 3.13

13. If the late additions were detrimental, how?

14. When do you think summer school enrollment should be dialed? 6)82
'213%13afore the first day
attOn the first 'day
ay the end of the first week
1,1_0ther (Specify)

READING TEACIEERS

MATERIALS:

1.44 15. How would you rata the quality of the
curricular materials? s 1 6.24 4 2 70./2 3 2.07a 4 9. 1% 5 0.4

/.75. 16. How would you rata the appronriateness
of. the materials for your students it.a Am..1 1 y5'.5 2 54-4 3 7.1 4 41 51.0
functi.oluti. level?

1.511 17. Bow would you rate the usefulness of
the materials for summer school?' N 1 5%4 2 '=5.0 3 w.S 4 21.1 5 o.o

A GREAT DEAL OKAY DID NOT LIKE NOT APPLICABLE

(ma 3)

ECCELLENT GOOD ADEQUATE INADEQUATE POOR

18. Boy did the students likes
....-. y , .

1.41 a. Chicago Mastery Learning Resources
1 SV.6.43,' 2 "44.,2 3 0.04 4 0.01System (MLR) . (ns'3-3)

/3 . b. ;Scholastic Text Extenders (rie.'32)) 1 44.7 2 33.3 3 0.0 4 0.0
2.cfq CLA c. Modern Carricultim Press Printail_34:3ke 1 37.o 62.9 2 o".2.<'10.03 ea, 4 ye.7'

19. Which materials do you feel should'be %d ad again ?(check any or all)

8t.'3Z CM& n iri 3.2.42ModerriVrriculum Press Primary Books
......71 ,,,..s4 ,

97.1 Scholastic Text Extenders AU% Houghton-Mifflin Mini-.Books
N

-- - g.9 -OtherAM...(Specify).._._. .- -- --- -. - - '-
.. ..) ' 1..

20. What did you spend at least 10 minutes a day teaching (on the average) during the-
time not spent on GAZA/

n ..r. 34
.I..44honics . esly - .21111tdePendent reading 6/14.1 Other 16(prase specify)

.../11.1 vocabulary "":414 '2LS,.. reading a2c7u1/

2e,3 mired skill:lorkbooks 21 plays nog/
21. Did you have an adequate supply of the standard curricular materials?

If not, what did you lack?

22. Were there any materials you did not have that you feel would be helpful for future
summer schools?

ADDITIONAL COMMIS ABOUT SM4MER SCHOOL:

mla

:BANK YOU!
?LEASE RETURN AS SOON AS POSSIBLE TO: JOHN IAC DONALD, ORE, ADM. BLDG., BOX 79

T....1 A
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orrttz OP RESEARCH AIM EVALUATION -JUNE 1982 Page 5 of 6
SUMKER SCHOOL TEACHER SURVEY

MAII4 Al= 3 7
All summer school. teachers are being asked to complete this survey. Ittqformation from thisstaff survey will help in planning future summer schools by identifylMg) problems which,might be improved upon And strengths, which should be built upon in future summer schools.Your responses will be kept confidential.. Please respond to the specific questions liscedbelow. Feel free to add comments to any questions.

GENERAL REAC:1011 TO THE SUMMER SCHOOL PROGRAM: (Circle one) NOT1. to general., how would you rata the summer school's: WONDER,- ADS- 'MADE-, MILT--..2..-- FUL qUATE ORATE CABLE1.21 a. Organisation in your school. yi *34 16?.Y% 2 '33..*3 T.3% 4 COX)/.11.1 b. Effectiveness in improving students' skills A '.37 1 Al.? 2 61.d 3 le .a 4 to. o1.35 c. Teacher schedule and planning time is 34 177. tr 2 mg( 3 a.W 4 0.0I. y.3 d. Pupil-teacher ratio re e 37 1 0. 2 ,3Y 3' Sr.'1 4 0.0/24 e. Rewards (calculators) ti.a3,7 1 ICI. 1 2 I 3,Lis. 3 my , 4 0.01.3s f. Rewards (scented stickers) n2.37 115.7 2 /0.1 3 ga.S 4 0.01.As ii g. Other rewards (specify any you especially el i.c
liked):

\ 1 75.04 2 af.a 3 0.0 4 Li, 0
2. What did you Like bast about summer school this year?

3. What change. are most needed neat year?

IN-SERVICE PREPARATION:
4. The following topics were discussed at local in-service workshops. Not every school.covered the same. topics. Please rate the following topics according to their eff activeness in,,halping you teach your summer school class.7 VERY FAIRLY NOT.

ESSENTIAL HELPFUL HELPFUL USELESS COVEREDI.47, a. Organization of the program 1 1 : :37.. 1 3r.71-4-2 -27.r X '3 2.S.5WF.79Trig2..s3* b. Grouping of students pr.,,,saading/zath n233 I, /1. Y 4 2 35.r 3 31.741 4 6.r* '5 4.1I.V/ * c. Use of the curricular- materials in
your subject area (reading/math) rim-,' 137.r* 2 3/.4 3 3/.a... 4 3.14' 5.3.01.91* d. C0=21.1.ry School. program ,1: 32, I. 734 2 41.4 4 3 aka" 4 a.sok 5 Ia.'1. 4y Your school's daily schedule In= 33 I. StS.S 2 ifS.i/ 3 7.1 - 4 0.0 5 0.0I. 4/ 4 ; f. Building self-concept ere -a1 1 qq.el 2 41.4° 3 t3.10 4 tor' 5 4.0I, r4 * g. Discipline procedures

101 32. I. '13." 2 3AI° 3 17.3" 4 3 S" 5 /01-/ 47 * h. Reward programs, es IL 33 100.3 2 '74 3 a7. 3 4 Oh 0 .5 0.02.33 i. Conducting home visits/phone calls ne33 I, /S.7.41 2 ?l. IS' 3 43:7° 4 is. 5 2. 03.00 '4 j. ::-...49*4 ;e.;*.osa. 3 nr.? 4 00 5 /TV%
2.0y it 1..,

1.4? k. Attendance policies
Accounting procedures for equipment/supplies 1 zr.S* 2 .37.44 3 23.34 4 &es 5 ir.'2.

Using school equipment and other as..0.3 3 /S.'7* 4 0.4I 5 2.o

Did you attend WAese,iniervice sessions? Overview on May LS .....L._ ow on May 11.....1411
. .. IC

Coastanes: mpus Inervice on June A. June 2 sero/r'l (1L.".
protheen 'moat

HOME VISITS AND PHONE. CALLS TO FORMER TEACHERS: 1.4s.
ID

TO A TO SO2L NOTX
GREAT NEWT ?STENT AT ALL/.36 5. The home visit provided information which

was useful is teaching -the children. na ls- 1 a44% 2 s7.17. 3 /V.3.16t, ea 6. The tome visit improved the relationship
between home and school. . risiVf I, zaS% 2 GY72. 3 E.TV7. Did anything specific happen which demonstrated this improved relationship?

la= NEtTMIAL DISAGREE.,. 8. The information received. from the former/44, .. teacher was useful in teaching the children. rt'*35"147 9. Calling former teachers was more useful than
making home visits. pis 3.0

COMMENTS about- home visits and phone calls:

ge..4%

1 37.1%

2 3-7.!:1, 3 I'.3%

2 37d% 3 2`10



82.25 Attachment,. I-I
EIROLLMENT: Page 6 of, 6
10. Haw many students originally. scheduled to be in your first- period class did not

show ,up at 41.1,7 3, AO., so. w.cs; 40,,%6,171. mos

11. How many students were added the firit day? 'AIII1441.:ater the first day? 110 Orli "iD
12. Did. the lets additions affect your teaching effecrivnss?

Tee, a lot 9y116 Tps, a little 4 3'./2No 43 .1% Unsure 116 37.)
13.,' /f the late additions were detrimental, how?

14. When do you think summer school enrollment should be closed?
aiogaiaters the first day
N3.4 On the first day

At the end of the first week
LI Other (Specify)

MATH IZACIDERS4

. %

MATEEtTALS: EXCELLENT GOOD ADEQUATE. TNADEODATE POOR

Z.00 15. How would you rats the quality of the

curricular materials? tis% 1 y7.2%

2004116. How would you rate the appropriateness
of the materials for your students'
functional level? n '34

1 '3°3

2.017. How would you rate the usefulness of
the materials for summer school? n . .31 1 'I/3'

VS.,. How did the students like: A dREAT DEAL'
/417 a. Math for Everyone rim. 33 1 23.37i
r.11/3 b. Succeeding in Mathematics na Zir 1 VS. 4 .

I. 131 c. Calculator Enrichment na73 1 411

3 3,O..S.% 4 1.31 3 :A'S

3 as.% 4'1.3 5 0.PX

3 no. 4 Oar 5 2.9
t

*OUT D/D NOT LI=
2 C3.4 no 3 zi.oP4
2 41.4 3 p..9
2 /3, ot 3 0. o

19. Which materials do you feel should be used again ?' (Check any or all)
75.7' Seth for Everyone (P:ag) 11144Calculator Enechasent 0* 33)

2y4Succeeding in Mathematics (nams).NaZOther (Spealy)

20. Should any be eliminated? f

21. Did you receive an adequate supply of all materials? 704 Tea tr.yt No (/).30
If not, what did you lack?

22. Are there any materials not used this summer that you feel would be helpful for
future summer schools?

23. What do you see as the strengths of the math program materials?

24. What improvements would you suggest?

25. Did ,you have questions about implementing the program that were not answered through
the inservice or by your building director?

/9.4,4 Yes No (noz)
1.! yes, what?

ADDITIONAL CO:Ctr.i. TS ABOUT SUMER SCHOOL:
--' Pif=f7 T

TUNE YOU
PLEASE SETTM AS SOON AS POSSIBLE TO: JOHN MAC DONALD, ORE, ADM. BLDG., 30X 79
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---Rerge-i-ef 2.
OVERALL RESPONSES

All summer school ceaChers are being asked to complete this survey. information from this
staff survey will help in plannizig future summer schools by identifying problems which
might be improved upon and strengths which should be built upon in future summer schools.
Your responses will be .kept confidential. Please respond to the specific questions listed
below. Feel free to add comments to any questions.'

GENERAL REACTION TO. THE SUMER SCHOOL PROGRAM: (Circle-one) , NOT

1. In general, how wottld you rate the summer school's: WONDER- ADE- LNADE- APPLI-
FITL gq4.xE QUATE CABLE

a. Organization in your school N 7...sycryy rfir:.1.1;93 (.19-",Fra" eorj
b. Effectiveness in improving students' skills ri r- L' 2.4-.34)2 ..*(.55.X3 76031 4 1 6%1
c. Teacher schedule and planning time mr-13 1 5-S&Sf.:), 2 11,(27.Z 3 A. 3y 4 ° 604.
d. Pupil-teacher ratio 1.4

1 soafry 2 // 3 .5.00, 4 0 co)
e. Rewards. (calculators)

' f, Rewards (scented stitiars) 1-7,1

1 4001/15 2- /06y'? 3 3 f'ol 4

1 .93(14 2 /061) 3 6" (?A. 4 ;) 61V
g. Other rewards (specify any you especially

liked): 1 3'60,412 16-5) 3 p 4') 4

SUER SCHOOL TEACHER SURVEY --.

2. What did you like best about summer school this year?

3. What changes are most needed next year?

LN-SERVICE PREPARATION:
4. ma folloWing topics were discussed at local in,Service workshops. Not_every school

covered the same .topics.. Please rate the folloWing topics according to their effec-
tiveness in helping you teach your summer school class.

VERY . FAIRLY ...." NOT

, ESSENTIAL HELPFUL HELPFUL USELESS COVERED..
.. a. Organization of the program i%)-.76.7 7 .-7.-7:1570,---27.33.75/9) 4 0 (47777/ V__,

S. Grouping of students for reading/math ).:.1.4 1 ::;(nS9 2 ;.3(3.5")3 1 7(a75)4 3..'5.`12 557(7.W
c. Use of the curricular materials in A .

your subject area (reading/math) " ("6 1;0 6.,/q°4 2 ts14.213 161,4 3(1)5 11(4
d. Community School prOgraza N'59 133(31% 2 23(.3.7" 3 1364.1'94 '?' (°'; 5 °' c°

. !our school's daily schedule A.) I 6 7 1 .3.; (S 2 ';.3-6.3715)3 6 (ffP4 0 (0,1) 3 o (JZ
Building self-concept '1/4.1 :. 6s' 1 :,,"3 en* 2.'717643 7(i/0.1) 4 0(4 3 3 (5')

3. Discipline procedures 0 1,i %-g...3 1;..ci (la*, 2a.3137 3 crOV,A:14 -26:3;i.,) 5 .-/ e4.0
h. 'Reward programs . ."' .1-41? .'1 230i/ 2 As(13 i°65-W 4 0 (1: ..V 5 0 01:1).
1 2a.1 (..3% 3 r...11 (4 4 c7r : ovConducting home visits/phone 'halls 0.1'4.g. 1.11 695%
j . Using school equipment and .other resourceVT 1. :.'" (' 2 a061113)3 Hea0 I. o 0 . 5. 1 (i.x%

k. Attendance policies N"Cr lx ("1 2 24 (3.13 / OliSrd 4 0(654 5 ICI!
1. Accounting procedures for equipment/supop/hs. 1/5"(4/ 2 2-4 )3 116V/4. (.2(c9: 5 9 034)

Did You attend these inservice sessions? Overview on May 15 21:-/Overviecr on May 31 lf lat 2i;

Comments:
Campus Inservie on June 1 23 67.1Aune 2 as (vs.a)

HOME VISITS AND PHONE'CALLS TO FORMER TEACHERS:
TO -A TO SOME NOT

GREAT EXTENT EXTENT . AT ALL
5. The home visit provided- information which .

-..;as useful in teaching the children. N`76. 1 2/ (-3/V.) 2 32'6.1& 3 S'' (.114K!)

6. The home visit improved the relationship __.m:..,7between home and schbol. i ..71-(3°,% 2 2,eeie3 '3' (1.'..,1;
7. Did anything specific happen Which demonstrated this improved relationship?

8. The information received from the former
teacher was useful in teaching the children.

9. Calling.former teachers was more useful than
making home visits:

COMMENTS 'about home visits, and phone calls:

AGREE NEUTRAL DISAGREE

W-70 1 37 :Ii7Y) 2 .7(31°& 3 go C/V:A)

1. 2'27 C34) 2 (La& 3 /9 i':.7.3'70
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ENROLL'XENT:

10. How many students originally scheduled to 'be in
show up at all?

11. How-many students were added the first day? -2=4..43 After the

12. Did the late additions affect your teaching effectiven ss?
p4-7 1es, a lot "7 yes, a little'21 Ot!!)110.oG 437

13. If the late addit ns re detrimental,t"Mr

..:3.5:1-7 r--vi

Attachment I -2-
Page 2 of 2

your first-period class did not

first day?` -7= 1-7113

14. When do you think summer school enrollment should be

Before the first day (U°,,,,19
.11_9n the first .day (v. 1-.t)

7 Other (Specify) LPi
the end Of the fir week .(2.3.3,9

&
READING TEACHERS

MATERIALS:.,

15. How would you rate the aualitv of the
curricular materials? 1 2'

16. How would. you rate the appropriateness
of the materials for your students' 1 2

functional level?
17. How woad you rate the usefulness of

the materials for summer school? - 1 2

A GREAT DEAL' OKAY

nsure 3 Lg. St

closed?

EXCELLENT GOOD .ADEOUATE INADEQUATE POOR

18. How did the students like:
a. Chicago Mastery Learning Resources

' System (MLR)
b. Scholastic Text Extenders
c. Modern Curriculum Press Primary Books

19. Which materials do you feel should be used

°SLR

Scholastic Text Extenders

Other (Specify)

1

2

2

2

again?(check any

4

4

5

5

3 4. 5

D/D'NOT'LIKE NOT APPLICABL

3

3

3

or all)

4

Modern Curriculum Press Primary Books

Houghton-Mifflin Mini-Books

20. What did you spend-at least 10 minutes
time not spent on CHLR?,

phonics

vocabulary

nixed skill workbooks

a day teaching (on the average) during the

0

independent reading

reading alOud

plays

'Other (please specr)-

21. Did you have an adequate supply of the standard curricular materials?

If not, what did you lack?

22. Were there any materials you did not have that you feel would be helpful for future

summer schools?

ADDITIONAL COMWTS,ABOUT SUMMER SCHOOL:

0

:HANK YOU!
PL71g7 MI MI AS SOON AS POSSIBLE TO: JOHi11.= DONALD, ORE, ADM. BLDG., BOX 79
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ATTACHMENT 1-3

TEACHER RESPONSES TO OPEN-ENDED
QUESTIONS

COMMENTS TO QUESTIONS ASKED OF:

ALL TEACHERS-PAGES 1-22 TO 1-41

READING TEACHERS ONLY--PAGES 1-42 TO 1-44

LEP TEACHERS ONLY--PAGE 1-45

MATH TEACHERS ONLY--PAGES 1-46 TO 1-52

(-1=21
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OPEN-ENDED RESPONSES TO THE TEACHER SURVEY - -

-GENERAL QUESTIONS FOR ALL TEACHERS SURVEYED.

TEACHERS SURVEY

QUESTION NO. 2: WHAT DID YOU LIKE BEST ABOUT SUMMER SCHOOL THIS YEAR?

Organization of Program

(22) Pupil-teacher ratio*

(3) The schedule was wonderful.

(6) Planning period; planning time was adequate.

(2) Good pay,

(10) Rewards

(10) Organization of the day

(1) Pace

.(1)\ The support

(8) The hours and schedule

(3) Structure

. (1) Being able to teach math only

(1) The overall program ran very smoothly

(1) Time to set up rooms

{1) The library time, community school activities

(1) The general format I enjoyed

Curriculum

(7) Teachers (Materials) kit

(1) Being provided with an excellent program to adapt. to each child's needs.

(3) AbUndance of materials

(2) Specific teaching of skills, teaching the calculator activities

(2) I enjoy using "Math for Everyone"

NUMBER IN PARENTHESES INDICATES NUMBER OF TEACHERS_ GIVING THE RESPONSE.
SOME COMMENTS WERE SHORTENED OR REWORDED.
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Curriculum (Continued)

(1) The CMLR program- -it was well planned and organized

(1) The program was challenging, yet fun to teach! It has givenme some great
experiences to share with my next. classes.

(2) The curriculumsequential, motivating, positive

:(6) Excellent, reading program

(1) Enough materials were provided (workbooks) so that I could teach--not do
paper work. Also direct teach. instruction.

Inter-Personal and Other

(7) Children's enthusiasm in coming (because of -motivators)

(1).Enthusiasm of faCulty and staff

(1) The fact that these children were so used to "sitting back," and all of
a sudden they were thrown in the limelight and the leaders of their
classes.

(1) Support and understanding of Ruth, Bailey

(1) Other teachers

(2) Additional income

(1) Opportunity to teach_students who need extra attention

(2) The principal, the faculty. the students. five-week session

(1) It was different from what I usually do.

(1) Relaxed atmosphere

(1) Positive attitude of the progrAm! ,Teachers taught material very crea-
tively and students succeeded! EVeryone was happy!

(2) Working with highly professional teachers

(1) Everything.

(1) I've enjoyed' working with. students who were low achievers, as well as
discipline problems. The.joy of their growth. (self-discipline) some-
what academidally as well as socially.

(1) Seeing dramatic changes in children's attitudes.
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TEACHERS SURVEY

QUESTION NO. 3:
WHAT CHANGES ARE MOST NEEDED NEXT YEAR?

Planning and Inservice

Have supplies available first not last day of staff development days.

Complete hiring before workshops begin.

More information on kids from previous teachers. (It seems that teachers
filled out forms at end of school year which were placed in the kids' cumu-
lative folders which we never saw.)

Being more prepared at the start of the program!

More infOrmation on students to,help in grouping; effort to group in math
-so that students in one class are on same level.

Instead of making phone calls to teachers, have them fill out information,
cards about students before school is out.

Students should be.enrolled in summer school based on potential benefit.
Chronic behavior/learning problems might benefit from a more individually
designed program.

.

Put space for teacher's name, telephone number, and student's date of birth
on enrollment card, also.year retained in school and in which grade.

The cards for student information. Additional information needed and changes.
Grade child will be in for next year, year retained.

I think a much better job could have been done in projecting summer school
enrollment so that all teachers could be properly trained.

Cut off enrollment prior to first class day; 'get supplies earlier.

Get the materials (scissors, paper, thermofax) before students'report.

Hire enough teachers at first. Those of us who came late were really frus-
trated.

Materials should arrive earlier during the planning'week instead of the last
day or following week (i.e., comprehension workbook for first grade teachers).

Background info on, students--if these children were left back at some time,
where's all the info teachers have.to fill out on them?

Better information on pupil information' cards --T. names, address, telephone
number, grade for coming here.
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QUESTION NO. 3:
WHAT CHANGES ARE MOST NEEDED NEXT YEAR?

Curriculum

Mastery program for Spanish monolingual or daminant children.(2)

More work on math facts.

Reexamine math tests--some are not worded properly and some just confuse the,
kids.

Calculators were a good idea but need not be used every day. Other forms of
enrichment need to be used as the younger students became bored with calcula-
tors.

The teacher - information card, another workbook--easier calculatot material,
only certain numeration and problem solving skills and add addition, subtrac-
tion, multiplication and division to skills.

For the math program, all textbooks and materials referred to in the module
should be available for teacher and student use. When a program is based on
one set of materials, and others are provlded, it is not as effective.

A program with more-Concentration on word attack.,

Material for the first grade student who is beyond the skills in MLR.
:

As a reading teacher, I was disheartened to learn we
the summative test for students who failed formative
well asiI felt that the CRT was a lot more difficult
develop some aummative tests that follow the pattern

A way to pre - test --we don't know if they already knew
Some consistency in the' use of the unstructured time,
schools..

had to use the CRT as
tests. My.students as
to -pass. I hope we can
of the formative tests.

what we taught them.
across classrooms and

Next year all students reading below grade level one year or more should be
allowed to go.

I don't like the idea of giving the children calculators for coming to school.
They should come because they need to.

Second grade students should be placed in first grade reading bookssecond
grade vocabulary is too difficult for slow and non-readers.

,

Children who don't need math should not be required to come to the Math class,
and children who don't need reading should not be required to come to reading..

.1.L25 4 7
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QUESTION NO. 3:
WHAT CHANGES ARE MOST NEEDED NEXT YEAR?

Curriculum (Continued)

Proofread answers, to calculator and problem solving activities--the answers -in
_ some cases were incorrect.

Curriculum changes° in math.

The Succeeding in.Math did not coincide with the objectives in second. grade..
We had to make a lot of dittos to go along with each-objective. The book
was of little use.

Correlation between workbooks, tests, and objective taught in math. There
needs to be a consistency in this_area.

More manipulatives.

The math program and textbook could be better coordinated. Pages of the text
to be used could be listed in a printout.

Perhaps third graders should use third grade reading.

Organization of Program

More money for supplies--duplicating paper, transparencies.

Improve transition to and from community school activities.

Coordinating telephone interviews and home visits more efficiently.

Possibly a weekly staff meeting to share experiences and ideas.

I feel the younger students (first, second) should stay with the same teacher.
Changing classes tends to excite the little ones and takes away from their con-
centration in the beginning of each class.

A clear definition of what type of student should be in the specific levels.
EX.:' (We had difficulty identifying where "past" retainees should be--um
had some children who were not retainees.)

Organization of supplies;' letting the teacher know in advance that she/he has
a job.

I think we need more teachers, so that the class size can be even smaller.

Not break-up one class for recreational activities. ,

46
1-26
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QUESTION NO. 3:
WHAT CHANGES ARE MOST NEEDED_NEXT_YEAR?

Organization of Program (Continued)

More explanation to teachers of what final reporting forms will be used and
how to fill them out on each student.

Reorganize teacher' planning time. Thirty minutes is not long enough to 'sit
down and finish a task--need an hour after the children leave instead of 30
minutes before and. 30 after.

'I feel it would be better for the children, if they had the same teacher for
math and reading.

Each teacher having only one group instead of two. Each teacher would teach
reading and math.

Perhaps a pre-. and post-test could be used for evaluation.

Pupil-teacher ratio. I had 19 and 21 in my classes.-

Better organization during movement to/from community school.'

'No phone calls to former-teachers.

Requirements of students for entering summer school...want to and be able to
learn. .

Reorganize teacher planning time--need one hour after students leave instead
of 30 minutes before and after they °arrive and depart.

It really disturbs me to reward these students who come every day with a cal-
culator. What about the ones who work hard during the schOol year?

Lower pupil-teacher ratio (no more than ten--no exceptions).

More coordination with Community School--advanced notice on amount of end of.
session paperwork required.

Fewer rewards.
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QUESTION NO. 3:
WHAT CHANGES ARE MOST NEEDED NEXT YEAR?

Other

No fully_ integrated special ed. students should come; a Resource child is
different and could benefit by coming.

Special provisions for special education students--perhaps smaller classes
for those with larger numbers of special ed. students.

Too many (low) resource students to improv skills. If I had a 6:1 I could
have done more with these low-non-motivate students.

'Special ed.students need to be screened carefully to determine if summer
school will fill their needs. Structure, time and objectives do not allow
for extreme behaViors.

Exercise extreme care and screen resource students for enrollment. No time
copecope with behavior praplems.

1-28
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COMMENTS ON INSERVICE

Reading teachers:

-Worksho-Ps were well planned and necessary in achieving success.

All workshops were very helpful; It would. have been much better if
we could have had supplies earlier for room preparation, etc.

The May 15 inservice was a nice pep talk, but it could have included
more specific information.

The good organization of the director and immediate feedback on teacher
concerns was very helpful in helping me teach summer school.

There were a lot of questions about how to group students.

Math teachers:

Problems in teaching the math were-due to the Saturday workshop doinc
"too much Rah, Rah AISD and not enough about how to actually use tt.
total program this summer.

Students were grouped according"to reading levels which did not help
math teachers.

'I started June 2--my school already had inservice--I didn't get any
information other than by word of mouth by other teachers.

We did as well as we could. We just didn't have a lot of information.

I would prefer an earlier inservice so I could become familiar with the
textbooks and have more time to draw on my personal classroom materials.
The last two weeks of school were too hectic to gather all the necessary
personal materials to use for enrichment.

In math, there needs to be more organization and grouping between. grade
levels on a campus level. There needs to be a specific time to do this
planning (extra time).

I did not attend any inservice. I found out my school on Tuesday night,
June 1.

'Tell teachers beforehand that they will be using their own materials
so they can get, them before school is out.

I feel the "self-concept" inservice was a waste of time. Fortunately,
it was very short and we spent most of our time doing practical things.
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TEACHERS SURVEY

QUESTION NO. 7: DID ANYTHING SPECIFIC HAPPEN WHICH DEMONSTRATED THIS
IMPROVED RELATTQNSHIP BETWEEN THE HOME AND SCHOOL DUE
TO THE HOME VISITS?

Parents reacted to report card more strongly than if there had been no home
visits.

(4) I feel from the home visits one got a better understanding of child's needs
and about their families and home life.

The visit provided an opportunity toclarify the summer school program and
detail the activities of the day. Parentsexpressed a greater understanding
after the meetings.

Greater response with home-visited Students.

No, but I feel it is.always more helpful and satisfying to the parents when
they meet the teachers and hear all the "information" of the school from the
teachers. The children like to say that the teacher has been at his/her
house also--the smaller children primarily.

The children felt a closerand warmer relationship with me knowing that I had
gone to their homes and spokqn in their native tongue to their parents! They
felt I cared!

I received notes from parents expressing interest in their child's progress..

Improved attendance in one case.

.(2) Students who were visited tended to come to school every day and attend better
than others.

Three out of four students whose homes we visited did not have any absences.

Attendance was 100% for students visited.

This made the student feel at ease from the beginning.

(.12) No.

The phone calling was a problem. Some of my kids could not even tell me their
last year's teacher's name: The cards did not show the teacher's name on it,
It would be helpful 'to have the teacher sign her name and phone number On the
registration cards.

Some parents were reluctant to share information before summer school started.
Two requested school conferences instead.

1-30 5.2
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QUESTION NO. 7 Continued

(3) The parents all liked it that the teachers visited.

Yes, the home visit provided the opportunity for a shy child to meet her
teachers in advance. The visit also provided an opportunity for the parent

, to ask questions and egress expectations. The parent was impressed with
the caring for her.chilhovefully this helped build a positive parent/
school relationship' for a faihily newly established in Austin and very anti
busing;

My two children attended a higher percentage of summer school than they had
during the regular school year, so there was some improvement. It also
helped me to understand them.

Continual notes from parents and parental contact and interest in child's
progress.

Only that the children I visited recognized me the first day and greeted me --
This perhaps halped them feel a little bit more at home in a new school.

Yes, one child was on medication not noted on school record was discovered
during home visit.

I had one student who performed well and had a great change in attitude after_
the home visit but her skill level stayed the. same.

(2) To some extent knowing the child's home situation and environment. I was able
to understand why the child was having problems.learrilng or being motivated and
what he/she was coping with.

Parents realized that the school staff does care for their child, and allowed
them to see their children positively reinforced at summer school..

No. Had no contact with any parent we visited after.start of school. Was .

able to use info I gathered to develop a rapport with those students -- however,
found other ways to do same with those students--In retrospect, the home visit
doesn't appear.to have been an essential ingredient which made a difference to
me.

During one of our visits an older brother was reluctant to come, but he. was
eager once told about the calculator. I hear he did well.in class, too...
Other children were more eager .to came, also.

Some parents felt good about summer school because they thought their children
would be allowed to progress to the next grade.

I feel the children we visited felt a little more comfortable with us from the
beginning because of the visit.

Jj
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QUESTION NO. 7 Continued

Yes, with a few of the discipline problems the visits made a difference. The
children loved it when "their" teacher ccme; The parents felt it was a real;
joint'effort.

Mother of one student was very appreciative to hear about structure in the
summer school and firmness. She came to visit an entire school day.
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TEACHER SURVEY

COMMENTS ABOUT HOME VISITS AND CALLS

GENERAL COMMENTS -- POSITIVE

- Very helpful in understanding the pupils' problems.

- They both helped in knowing the child better and helping him/her out where
a problem was pointed out.

-This worked well in the summer school program consideting that the teachers
had no access to cumulative folders.

GENERAL COMMENTSNEGATIVE

-I feel that in the future there should be a more comprehensive info sheet
filled out by the regular classroom teacher. hat follows the child to S. S.
Many health problems, etc. were found out weeks after the program had begun.

-These should not be required in the future.

24.1 think it is very unfair that the teachers who started late (not their --

fault) didn't get paid for the 10 hours of work (which included makingllome

visits and phone calls); instead they got paid for 3 hours even though they
did the "same" amount-of work (only they worked after hours and on weekends).

-I' don't think we had adequate time to get our class rolls in order before
we were told to select our visits and calls, etc. We needed to make some
class changes first.

-The student info cards were much more. informativeparents' name--last year
teacher and his/her phone number, DOB.

-Many times the student data cards never arrived and this was the only means
by which I could plan. I did some teacher visits for, students who never
showed up.

ti

PHONE CALLS

2-- Strengths and weaknesses sheets could provide the same information more
effectively.

-Same teachers were very glad to help, yet others did not like,being
bothered by summer school teachers.

-Most teachers were unavailable, The information given was informative,'
but not of great assistance.

-It was interesting to talk to the former teacher, but useless as far as
dealing with current work habitsjdiscipline problemS.
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'PHONE CALLS - POSITIVE

-Phone, calls provided more help in teaching students.

-I got more information (of the type I was looking for) from the former
teacher than I did from parents. None of the home ''isits really helped
me in the classroom. Parents did not specifically know what their children
were weak in.

-The phone calls were really helpful.

Phone calls: Every teacher has their own way of working with students.
My method is usually different in approach with students. It is helpful
to a degree, though.

-Most teachers were so eager to talk about their former students. They
all knew-SO much about them. One even oalled me back to check on progress
of students.

PHONE CALLS - NEGATIVE

-The previous teacher should haVe been notified beforehand to expect the
calls and questions; as some were not very cooperative.

3-Some teachers were very negative about certain students. I dreaded meeting
those students; luckily, I found those students:not to be the 'monsters"
I was warned about.,,. All the kids were, wonderful. The children did not
match their descriptions.

-For second, third grade math, teachers expressed a need for emphasis on
double-digit addition and subtraction, and basic multiplication facts.
However, in summer school we stressed numeration and problem solving.

2 believe the information I received through former teacher phone calls
could have been given on the cards teachers filled out on retainees before
school was out and thus save a lot of time (or some other form).

3 -Farmer teachers were'not receptive to our phone calls. They had all filled
out strengths and weaknesses forms which had most of the information we
asked for--but these forms remained in cumulative folders and we never saw
them!

3 -This took up a great deal of time which could have been used more effectively
for planning and preparing materials-. They are not useful enough to justify
the time.

3 -Phone calls to teachers were difficult because teachers were hard to reach.

4 -Some teachers could not be contacted because they were not.at home or were
on vacation.
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PHONE CALLS - NEGATIVE (Continued)

-Most teachers contacted indicated they had completed the requested informa-
tion on the pre-enrollment forms filled out before summer school began.

-Since I didn't know the childreni while talking to the teacher the informa-
tion didn't really stick with me. I seldoM went back to look at the
interview form.

-I feel the phone calls could have been avoided with'a good report from
the previous classroom teachers. By the time the teachers were contacted,
we were way into the first week. More knowledge beforehand would have
been more beneficial in grouping classes.

2- Many.teachers felt bothered or weren't home.

-Many teachers.who were contacted had negative things to say and the summer
school program really didn't lend itself to having as many problems as I
was expecting after the phone calls.

2 -The fact that we had to find the former teacher's name and phone number
instead of it being on the card was an inconvenience for us.

-Teachers gave general and vague comments about studentu

=Phone calls to former teachers were not very helpful. Many home room
teachers did not have the students for math or reading, and had little
information to offer. The problem children that many teachers described
were not the children we had. I' had no discipline problems probably due
to the low pupil-teacher ratio. Due to this ratio it doebn'tstake as
long to get to know the kids.

HOME VISITS

-Home visits were interesting but very time-consuming and difficult to
schedule.

-I was able to contact parents during the first week.

..HOME VISITS - POSITIVE

-I got the impression that'parents were encouraged -to see us trying to
improve the communication between: school and home.

2-'Home visits played a positive part in summer school.

..-I really enjoyed the home visits. It takes parents and teachers to educate
those children and the children saw us as a team!!

1-35
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HOME VISITS - POSITIVE

-Perhaps it was the timing, but I found the visits and calls to parents
(I called and talked to all but three of the parents of my students)
more positive and useful. Teachers frequently had very negative com-
ments to make, although some were most helpful.

-I. enjoyed the home visits because it gave me the opportunity to meet the
parents.

-I feel that home visits allow one to gather information on what the child is
equipped with in order'to work at school or interact anywhere. You know
what motivations, strengths and weaknesses come from home and where you as
the teacher must interject in order to-make school more relevant to,students':
needs.

-At least in visiting the home I gained first-hand information about the
child. The former teachers were cooperative but I did not find the info.
helpful in this summer school. Perhaps I would have felt differently if
I had,had more responsibility for designing the child's program and for
placing him/her.

-Home visits were helpful and parents seemed to like them.

-I really liked the home visits. I would love to have the timeto visit
students' homes for regular school, too.

-The "parent-teacher" relationship was started with a positive attitude.
Every teacher relates to different personalities in different ways, but
it gave you an idea what to expect after talking to the former teacher.

HOME VISITS - NEGATIVE

-I was not trained enough to make a home visit. The areas where I made
home visits were dangerous. The home visits were useless.

-Information I received from those teachers who did the home visits was of
no help.

-In our home visits we found out that the parent knew very little about the
academic, eakneSses and strengths of-the child,. In all of our visits the
child answered most of-the questions. I will say that in all instances
parents were cooperative and delighted to see the teacher visit the home.

-Not sure home visits were beneficial.
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ABOUT SUMMER SCHOOL:

Loved teaching it!

I enjoyed it!

Very helpful. in understanding the pupils' problems.

I have never taught such wellbehaved children. It seems that by having a
class of retainees, everyone feels like he is in the "same boat" and it feels
.so good to "shine" for a change.

1) Need to have thermofax masters of tests in central location to be used by all- -
spent too much time having each math teacher doing own thing.

2) More handson activities.
3) In problem solving, need to concentrate on addition, subtraction, and simple

multiplication problems. Use of Solving Math Word Problems (Nystrom) show
exact, consistent steps.

4) Teachers called felt children needed computational skills and reinforcement
in this area.

5) I had to search and bring my math supplies and activities from my home school.

This is a, great program! Having two teachers specialize and trade students is
good as is the SMALL CLASS SIZE!

It has been exciting to have been a part oE'this unique program. Thank you for
the privilege.

Great experience.

Loved it!

Math teachers had an excessive amount of paper work compared to,reading
teachers. Either pay them more or have reading teachers specifically help in
some way.

I am delighted I was a part of the summer school program. It was enriching
and I really learned a great deal. This fall I plan to implement in my regular
classroom the many new and innovative ideas I learned this summer. I'd also
like to mention that we were privileged to have such a great principal who
guided us through the program very smoothly!

1. I felt that the second grade tests did not test the objective well. They
were not easily understood and were too difficult. Many were the same as
third grade. There were mistakes on several.

2. We had to take several children that were not on our grade level. I felt
the children should be with their grade levels.

I have enjoyed teaching, but it has been hard work because ofthe math curriculum
and ORE forms and expectations for reteaching and record keeping. (We had not
been warned to keep percentiles on tests.) .

Generally I felt very good about the SS experience. I think the students
responded well to the small classes and knowing that all,students had at some
point been retained seemed to help everyone's selfesteem. I would hope,

I-37
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ABOUT SUMMER SCHOOL: (page 2)

however, that students be evaluated in terms of possible benefit from SS
before being included,

I'm not sure we can rationalize, the cost of the program. Did we help? If
we did, was it worth a half a million dollars?

I feel we should have concentrated on addition/subtraction-multiplication/
division; not so.Much problem solving. (Ex.:. p. 4, p. 10, p. 11, p. 12, p. 13;
etc.) (Grades 5/6)

I found myself making my own materials--especially practice sheets for the
students to go with the objectives. There were not enough activities--esp.
calculator--for my level students or game (motivational) activities. The last
minute progress report sheets are unfair--I am having to file through a mound
of papers to find scores!!

Please don't use smelly stickers; the kids spent so much time scratching and
sniffing. They were too much of a distraction.

Although the working conditions were nice and the money appreciated/needed,.
I'm not convinced that a summer school program is really all that effective.
And aren't we here for the students? I'm afraid it's all a waste!

Math for Everyone needs,a pre and post test (and answers). This program was
geared around 3 books which we did not see the other two books (Plus the work-
book teaches a' different form). I enjoyed teaching summer school--the students
and staff were great!

Summer school '82 ran more smoothly than any other summer school program I have
seen. It was fun to teach and I feel the students had fun learning. I really
saw improvement in skills, self-concept and attitudes.

It was °a pleasure for teachers and a great benefit for students.

Student interest was low and misbehavior was high. This interfered signifi-
cantly with our progress. (5th and 6th graders)

Thank you for letting me have the opportunity to work with these children Who
so often get forgotten! I've learned that they too are unique, bright and
witty! Hopefully their leadership qualities will carry over to next .year so
other teachers can see that they also have the potential to be great!

Summer school was a definite learning experience for myself as a teacher. I

enjoyed concentrating on one subject area. Our school was run superbly by our
building supervisor. She was so very supportive, helpful and organized. It

made things so very pleasant. I enjoyed all the people I worked with this
summer and I do feel the children will leave with many new skills!

It was a great experience. After a few first-year problems are ironed out,
this will be an excellent program. I'm very impressed with the time and money
AISD has committed to this endeavor.

In general, I think it has been an extremely worthwhile experience, especially ,

in its organization, quality of staff, and overall effectiveness..
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ABOUT SUMMER SCHOOL: (page 3)

Basically, I think the program was a good one. I got some positive feedback
from parents. The kids seemed to enjoy it. The small classes helped children,
who are usually very withdrawn. in school, to be active participants. I think
Special Ed. kids should continue to be a part of the program!

1) Thank you for the opportunities you provided to meet the total needs of the
children.

2) I would like to use both reading and math programs in my-class next year.

I've really enjoyed participating in this summer school program. It has been
extremely well organized and planned. Working with an enthusiastic director
like Ida Hunt made the students and teachers enthusiastic and eager to work
together. I would recommend not including the integrated child in this pro-
gram because of the constant one-to-one help each of them require.

I feel that for the short time we had them, it was marvelous. I'd love to
pilot this program.

Overall, the program is excellent. Children's attitudes about themselves
improved drastically. Parents would call to give positive comments. Many
noticed their child was improving in reading and actually loved school for the
first time. One boy was up and ready fox school by 6:00 AM every day. He
never wanted to, go during the regular year.

1) CMLR - Format should be consistent for student activity sheets and the
Formative Tests. Unit 4 Test (Level 3) was confusing to-students.

2) I feel summer school was a very productive and rewarding experience. The
'students really enjoyed the materials and skills taught.

The summer program has been very productive. The materials (CMLR) were stimu-
lasting and motivating. I think that each teacher should teach reading and math
to the same group of children 'to provide a more correlated approach to the
summer learning process.

I enjoyed using the CMLR for summer school. It was very effective because of
the Direct Teach Procedures. I feel 2nd grade next summer school should use
comprehension workbooks somewhere inbetween first and second grade level--or
work on some different units in the second grade book. Inference II was too
hard for this level.

Fantastic experience. Ruth Bailey was a joy to work for and with. The students
were great. Community school was terrific.

It went very well! Our campus director was excellent! I enjoyed it!

It would've been much morellelpful -for us to have the student progress report
sheets before now, or atleaat be told that we needed to-keep-track of .scores
so that completing the forms would be less time-consuming.

really liked the Reading program. The children enjoyed the work and books.

1-39
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ABOUT SUMMER SCHOOL: (page 4)

I felt very confident in teaching the reading program; however, the "official"
forms which had to be completed for grading purposes throughout the program as
well as at the end, needed more explanation to be given to the teacher by ORE.

There were more than enough materials to go around. However, my class of
students was not high enough to do some of the simplist assignments. The real
problem seems to be who was attending summer school--what are the students'
needs? Why were they left behind?

Most former.teachers were hard to get hold of or really didn't care to be
bothered. Many that were contacted had negative things to say and the summer
school program really didn't lend itself to having as many problems as I was
expecting after the phone calls. The fact that we had tofind out the former
teacher's name and phone number instead of it being on the card was an incon-
venience for us.

1) Rewards were great reading motivators, 2) Recess was a great time to relate
to the kids non-academically--they relished this time, 3) I ran the most human-
istic classroom I have ever run due to the extra time available--there was
virtually no stress on anyone, students or teachers. Students identified as
serious behavior problems were easily handled in this setting. Students were
on task much of the time.

I found myself coming up with more positive reinforcement ideas to get my
students to read paperbacks and it was a success. I shall use this method
during my regular scholastic year. I loved the weekly progress report home.
Students were eager to share what success they were experiencing here at school
with.parents. Again let me say that we need to use some form of summative
test that patterns after the formative test in reading besides the CRT. I felt
very supported by my director, Mr. Mungia, and administrative staff at all times
If any problems arose my answer was given if not that day, the next morning.
It was my pleasure to work as a teacher with beautiful kids!

As an overall view the program ran very smoothly and successfully. The in-
services and workshops were helpful in preparing us for the program. Working
with these children made it a very rewarding summer job.

We were told to order supplies but we weren't told what supplies we would need
or that we could go in together and share. (We were told later.) We weren't
given a limit. (We were later--had to redo.) It was really disorganized. Our
requests were only partially filled but no record was kept on what we were
lacking.

I enjoyed teaching the CMLR.
It was interesting and the students enjoyed the units that were taught.

Summer school is good for these underdeveloped skilled kids but it doesnYt
enhance their need for word recognition and word attack. I find that many
students could comprehend after the material had been read to them but were
having problems recognizing the words. (in context or out of context)

The students received far too many rewards and "goodies." Summer school was
well-organized and I thoroughly enjoyed it. Would love to do it again. Most
of my"students want to go next year.

A great experience. Materials excellent for students and are exciting and fun t
use! 0-Th
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ABOUT SUMMER SCHOOL: (page 5)

It was a great experience Carefully organized--everything went smoothly- -
the stickers were great!

The summer school program has proved to be a very well organized, effective
teaching program. I have enjoyed being a part of it.

I thoroughly enjoyed the excellent materials, low pupil number, organization,
staffing, and all the prior planning that was obviously done.

Our school was well7organized and the faculty was enthusiastic. Overall, I
think the program was superior!

I feel that the main factor contributing to the success of the, program was
small class size.

1. Please do not include behayioral prob. students, unless you provide an
outlet (backup) for the classroom teacher; i.e., counselor.

2. Too much paperwork (progress reports, etc.)
3. If Sp. Ed, students are to be included additional arrangements are needed.

Summary:

At least 19, teachers specifically said they loved or really enjoyed the
summer program.

Two said they liked specializing on one subject.

Five mentioned the the small classes asa very nice feature.

63
T
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RESPONSES TO OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS ASKED ONLY OF READING. TEACHERS.

READING

20. WHAT DID YOU SPEND AT LEAST 10 MINUTES .A DAY TEACHING (ON THE
AVERAGE) DURING THE TIME NOT SPENT ON CMLR?

OTHER:

Creative writing.
Study trips.
Story writing.
Children read to classmates from Text Extenders.
One-on-one instruction.
Sight word drill games.
Students made book reports.
Journal writing.
World events and how they affect my students; any significant experience
to child during weeks at school.
Book reports--written and oral.
Word attack/Study skills activities.
Language experience.(2)*
Creative writing.
Developing language and concept experiences.

* Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of respondents saying this.
If no number is indicated, only one teacher made the comment.
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QUESTION /21. DID YOU HAVE AN ADEQUATE SUPPLY OF THE STANDARD CURRICULAR
MATERIALS? IF NOT, WHATDID YOU LACK?

YES. (23)

LACKED: (6)

Houghton-Mifflin mini-bOoks
Modern Curriculum Press primary books

Mini books

I needed a comprehension workbook for making copies to use with students.
1

Skill books on word attack skills should have been provided for students in
intermediate grades since these provided for students in intermediate grades
since these are very low for this particular student in summer school.

Comprehension workbooks.

1-43
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QUESTION #22. WERE THERE ANY MATERIALS YOU DID NOT HAVE THAT YOU FEEL
WOULD BE HELPFUL FOR FUTURE SUMMER SCHOOLS?

No; (11)
Yes: (11)

Mini Books

Master books sold through "Good Books" Store such as Comprehension & Speed
and Study Skills (a reading comp. and skills through literature series) were
very helpful in the reading program.,

I ran a vigorous independent reading program and felt that I did not have
enough books even though I supplemented my, supply with many books from my
home school.

We needed more paper for duplication purposes.

More adequate supply of instructional material. (Ditto paper, thermofax, etc.)

The Word Attack/Study Skills workbook for the students.

The supply allotment should have been $20.00! Workbooks for first grade compre
hension.

Scissors, glue, thermofax, ditto paper. Scissors came two weeks late--and there
were only two more pages to cut out. By the time you spend all your supply
money on these supplies at first grade, you don't have any other money.

More books for the students to read.

It would have been very helpful to have had workbooks for the comprehension
units.

Dictionaries.
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RESPONSES TO OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS ASKED OF LEP READING TEACHERS.

LEP

23. DID YOU RECEIVE AN ADEQUATE SUPPLY OF ALL MATERIALS?

2 Yes,.1 No (Lacked Spainish workbooks)

24. WHAT DO YOU SEE AS THE STRENGTHS OF THE MATERIALS USED?

Materials covered the objectives very well., (W) Materials were not in
Spanish and not all materials were adequate to use for or with everyone.

The ESL stories were easy, enjoyable, the play and practice seemed good
but I didn't have time to use it, "I like English" very colorful and big.
(W) Supplemental Readers - not enough in English.

Simple sentence forms, basic vocabulary. (W) Need more for advanced
students, higher interest level but still low voc. materials for older
children.

25. WERE THERE ANY MATERIALS YOU DID NOT HAVE THAT YOU FEEL WOULD BE HELPFUL
FOR FUTURE SUMMER SCHOOLS?

I needed easy English reading books.

Matematica--Silver Burdett

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ABOUT SUMMER SCHOOL:

I enjoyed it.

Loved teaching it.

21. What reading materials should be used again? OTHER:

Listening activities.

6
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RESPONSES TO OPEN-ENDED QUESTIONS ASKED ONLY OF MATH TEAOERS.
MATH

19. WHICH MATERIALS DO YOU FEEL SHOULD BE USED'AGAIN?

OTHER:

Aworkbook that coordinates better with Maih'for Everyone.(2)

Reinforcement.

Calculator workbooks.

I loved the Powers of Ten kits (2)

All the activity books.

Skill games.

Little Professor calculators.

20. SHOULD ANY MATERIALS BE ELIMINATED?

Succeeding. in Mathematics workbooks--they do not go along with the
Math fQr Everyone program.. (8)

Yes. Math for Everyone is nothing really new or imaginative. It is a
real disappointment.

Succeeding in Mathematics was good. However, we covered some skills that
the book did not which made it difficult to teach.

The AISTUguides are full of mistakes. They were never proofread.(Gr. 5/6)

I spent hours making my own materials for skills Succeeding in Math did not cove

Calculator enrichment needs a few more activities for the lower levels (1-2).

. Math for Everyone should have included a test for each objective and if ie'is
not completed properly it should not be used. (Gr. 2)

No. (5)

The tests should be re-evaluated to correlate with the workbook or the work-
book should be eliminated because it didn't correlate well with the math at
level 2.

If problem-solving is a focus next summer, a locally-produced workbook in-
cluding problem-solving should be used instead of the worksheets.

Succeeding in Math (SIM) does not have enough practice sheets on the specific
concepts we were working on.(Gr. 1)

Too much paperwork--test scores were recorded several times--little time for
retesting.

Many of the books and resources were not used because they were on too high
a level. (Gr. 1 or 3)

1-46 6 6
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20.(Continued)

Math for Everyone needs interesting activities for the objectives.

21. DID YOU RECEIVE AN ADEQUATE SUPPLY OF ALL MATERIALS? 29 YES 7 NO

IF NOT, WHAT DID YOU LACK?

Ditto paper, transparencies, and thermofax.

Apparently there was some misunderstanding about the stickers. Some were
not scented. We were told students could earn 10 per day but we had far
less than needed for such a number.

ThermofaX and duplicator paper.

Paper, dittos, thermpfax masters--I had a lot of .gpod materials I couldn't
_reproduce.

Ditto paper, pencils, thermofax, etc.

Received booklets, workbooks.
solving and:calculator. Had

Textbooks! If we are not to
that relies heavily on them.

SUMMARY: Lack of sufficient thermofax masters and ditto paper was
%tioned by 4 of the 7 teachers who said they lacked materials.

Had to run off tests and activities in problem
to make materials used to teach various skills.

use textbooks, we,should(3not use a program

men

NOTE: 2 teachers noted that they received sufficient materials but that
some were late in arriving.
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22. ARE THERE ANY MATERIALS'NOT USED THIS SUMMER THAT YOU FEEL'WOULD BE
.HELPFUL FORt,FUTURE SUMMER SCHOOLS"1

It would be nice to have materials' on the first or second day of the workshops.

If the testa Could be reproduced on charts it would be great. We had few ther-
mofax here to use. I liked all of the materials.

A math book--not just a workbook.

More manipulatives.

Problem-solving.

Perhaps additional enrichment to be used with the calculator; students occa-
sionally tired of the calculator.

Games on basic facts on addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division
need to be bought (like Quizmo). These children need to be drilled daily
on their basic facts. Also, materials on measurement.

Unifix blocks, pattern blocks, attibute blocks.

Solving Math Word Problems Levels A,B,C (Nystrom). Need for more reinforce-
ment materials and hands-on activities.

Some problem-solving cards to be used independently or as a center.

A workbook that goes along with Math for Everyone.

A set curriculum instead of 10 supplemental things.

More hands-on materials ( counters, skill games, walk-on number lines
for counting), Little Professor calculators.

SUMMARY: More hands-on materials and manipulatives were mentioned most often.

MeV 11111111111111MINIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMINKOMZ



82.25 TEACHERS SURVEY
MATH- - - -

QUESTION #23. WHAT DO YOU SEE AS THE STRENGTHS OF THE MATH PROGRAM MATERIALS?

I like the structure of breaking the skills into small parts (objectives)
and teaching for mastery.

Used fourth level for entire group--made teaching more effective. (Grade 4)

Ideas for manipulative materials.

The "hands-on" --"experience" ideas. and usage.

Broad--yet specific -- included tests.

Organization and variety in instructional methods-

Excess of books to choose from.

The teacher has a variety of materials from which to choose in order to present
her lessons more effectively.

Math for Everyone was excellent.

It certainly forced me to be creative. (Grades 5/6)

Mastery approach; however, some of the skills for the level seemed very. easy
while others seemed to be 1 or 2 years beyond the level. (Grade 4)

Concise tests/clear stated objectives-- they're short enough to cover and test
in a day. Each area is divided into several objectives that cover each area
over all. ( Grades 5/6)

The structured lessons.

The systematic way "Math for Everyone" approached the skills. (Grade 2).

Reinforcement and minicalculator handouts.

The sequencing order was excellent. The immediate testing was great. The
calculators motivated my kids. (Grade 2)

The "Math for Everyone" program is very appropriate and effective in meeting
the needs of all children at their own pace. (Grades 5/6)

Everything we needed was here for us. The book was missing some of the skills
we taught. But overall it was great! (Grade 4)

Stressing numeration and problem solving is important, but these levels could-
not add and subtract. (Grade 3)

Calculator enrichment.

Less planning time is required And the program is thdrough, interesting, and
can be used for any amount of time necessary. (Grade 1)

The materials were thorough and accessible. It made math fun and interesting
for teachers as more time could be spent creating motivating material and working



MATH
82.25

QUESTION NO. 23 (page 2)

with student needs. (Grade 1)

The material was geared toward teaching low achievers.

Concise, well thought out, motivating, and many opportunities for enrichment.(Gt

"Math for Everyone" was very good because I liked the way the objectives'
were outlined for us. By this, we could concentrate on those specific objec
tives the children really needed. ( Grade 1).

Focuses and concentrates on specific skills.

The clear organization scope and sequence. The hierarchical grade level arrange
ment.

I like the way Math for Everyone states objectives for each grade level--but it
doesn't really provide many activities for these. (Grade 1)

The varied activities to choose from.

The systematic approach to locating and meeting individual needs; (Grade 2

Tests and recording system.

Word problems and calculator activities.

SumMary:

Math for Everyone mentioned specifically five times.
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TEACHERS SURVEY-- MATH

QUESTION #24. WHAT IMPROVEMENTS WOULD YOU SUGGEST?

(GR. 2) A more structured program--like the reading is laid out.

(GR. 1) Provide materials for assessment of objectives mastered at all grade
levels.

(GR. 1), Coordinate the test materials more closely.

(GR. 1 or 3) Better games for skill practice and better calcUlator activi-
ties than those provided and more and better motivator ideas. The
booklet provided was inadequate.

(GR. 1) Tests need to be coordinated with strands.

(GR. 3) Use another program!

(GR. 3) Tests should match skills better--if you had not looked at the test
before teaching skill, you might emphasize something diff. There
were not enough activities given for the skills--if you spent more
than one day on a skill, you had to come up diff. activities:
Because the workbooks didn't match the skills every time, I spent
a lot of time making up ind. work.

(GR. 4) Order workbooks that go with the objectives taught.

(GR. 2) The Math'for- Everyone activities did not jive with the mastery
tests--specifically P5 green. Succeeding in Math offered no
practice in graphing and did not jive with the objectives in teaching
fractions.

(GR. 5/6) Find a workbook that is more self. explanatory. It had to be
taught--It was not a practice or reinforcer at all. It a class
working in different workbooks (2 groups), it was impossible to
find practice pages for the children to do independently on_the
subject being studied.

-.(GR.-2) A workbook that goes. along with Math for Everyone.

(GR. 2) The math program and textbook could be better coordinated. Pages
of the text to be used could be listed in a printout. It was un-
fortunate that some of the textbook pages for fractions could not
be used in the classroom but were to be completed at home. Also,
the P5 lesson graphing did not have the goals that were expected on
the test. (Math for Everyone). I feel that "math facts" could also
be taught. I found most of my children needed to learn/practice them
before they could.do problem solving.

Have more manipulatives and workpages available.

More explanation as to how to implement program.

Because of time limitations, the overall math program would'be
more successful if.a system of grouping the children more to their
functional level could occur.
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QUESTION -#24 --- (Page -2)

That levels of performance be an important aspect to look at, and not so
much the grade when dividing the children into classes.

A great percent of my students could not add, subtract, multiply, or divide.
Therefore it is hard to teach word problems without this background. These
need to be added to the summer programs and omit some of the skill in numer-
ation .and problem solving--there are too many skills in the upper grades- -
calculators: material and booklets were too hard--teacher needs to be able
to help in selecting material too.

`More followup activities for objectives not covered in the workbooks.

No integrated special ed. students. Limit the number of very low, non-
'Motivated spedial ed. students.

Perhaps a format that would not require almost daily testing. Many of the
students quidkly tired of "another test," even short ones.

In the lower levels we need to work with fewer objectives in Math. Maybe
if we just concentrate. on 10 or fifteen objectives we could be more successful.

A test booklet already made for each child. Much more manipulatives avail-
able. A ditto book ofomath tests to run off for those who did not master the
test the first time.

More manipulatives for students working at very low level.

Help in coordinating tests, record keeping, etc.

1) Need to have thermOfax masters of tests in central location to be used by
all--spent too much time having each math teacher doing own thing 2) More
hands-on activities, 3) In problem solving, need to concentrate on +,
and simple X problems. Use of Solving Matti Word Problems (Nystrom) show
exact consistent steps. 4) Teachers called felt children needed computa-
tional skills and reinforcement in this area. 5) I had to search and
bring my math supplies and activities from my home school.

Lots more manipulatives are needed--clocks, scales, charts, etc.

Suiantary:

Better, coordinated tests mentioned five times.

Better coordination of workbooks and objectives mentioned five times.
More skill practice sheets mentioned five times.
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Summer School Pilot Project

Appendix J

PARENT SURVEY
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Instrument Descri tion: Parent Surve

desc=-totion of the isst===ent:

The Parent Survey was designed.io assess parent perceptions of their exper-
ience. with the 1982 Summer School for retainees. The survey contains seven
items concerning general reactions to the program, the'effects of the home
visit from the teacher on parent behavior, and information about the follow-up
activities which parenti receivojOpand completed. The survey is contained in
Attachment J -1.

To whom vas the instrmmenc adml:miste-,d/

The parents of half of the summer school students were randomly selected and
administered the survey. A total of 547 surveys were sent out. All parents
received both the English and Spanish version of the questionnaire.

Saw many tines vas dhe instrument administered ?

Once.

Then was the ttscrunent administered?

The survey was mailed out to parents on August 16, 1982, two weeks after the
Last follow-up activity was sent out and five weeks after summeeschool classes
ended.

,,There was the tistrument adninisce.'ed/

The survey was sent to parents at their home address.

:ho adnitrisca,..d -he imstrnnent?

The survey was self-administered.

That. training A4d admriniscracore have?

N/A.

74s the itstrune-t administered under standardized conditions?

No.

Ter: there vrobIsms with the instrument or the at that tizht affect
the validiry of the data?

No problems are known co exist with the instrument.

Mu, derveloted the instrunent?

Office of Researdh and Evaluation staff.

reliabilitv and 7a? id data ars available on the instrument?

None.

Are there torn iata available for intermreting the results?

, No.
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PARENT SURVEY

Purpose

The Parent Survey was designed to provide information pertinent to the fol-
lowing decision and evaluation questions!

Decision Question D2: Was the structure of summer school
appropriate for future summer schools? Are alterations
necessary?

Evaluation Question D2-11: How did parents like summer
school?

Evaluation Question D2-12: What effect did the home visit
have on parents' activities with their children?

Evaluation Question D2-13: Did parents receive informa-
tion about activities to do with their children for the
rest of the summer after summer school was completed?
How much did they complete?

Decision Question D4: Should retainees be encouraged to attend
summer school?

Evaluation Question D4-5: Can any variables be identified
that relate to student achievement?

Procedure

With the above questions in mind, ORE staff generated survey items which
were likely to tap general reactions to the program, activities produced by
a visit from, the summer school teachers, and information about completion
of follow-up procedures. The survey was distributed for comment to other
ORE staff and summer school coordinators. A Spanish version of the survey
was produced and the translation verified by several Spanish-speaking ORE
staff members.

Summer school students' ID numbers were matched against numbers appearing
on the .1981 -82 end-of-year Student Family File. This file was used to
generate labels containing the student's address. Several students did
not have ID numbers. Several attempts were made to obtain these students'
addresses through information from teacher records, and when these addresses
were obtained, labels were generated. Only one label was generated for each
family, regardless of the number of siblings in summer school.
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Labels were generated for the parents of a randomly selected sample repre-
senting half of all the summer school students: One group. excluded from
the survey are the parents of students with either no student ID number and
no teacher-obtainable address, or those with no address on the Student Fam-
ily File. For these students, no address was obtained.

The su-veyswere sent by U. S. mail on August 16, 1982 and were returned by
parents in a pre-addressed, stamped envelope to ORE. All Englishlanguage
surveys received by October 15 were keypunched, and frequencies were gener-
ated for each objective response. Spanish- language surveys were scored by
hand because only seven were returned.

Results

A total of 119 of the 547 parent surveys sent out were-returned, for a
return rate of about 22%. There were seven Spanish-language surveys and
112 English-language surveys returned. Parents' responses to objective
items are summarized in Attachment J-1, and parents' comments are repro-
duced in Attachment J-2. Results are discussed below in terms of each
evaluation question. ...

Evaluation Question D2-11: How did parents like summer school?

Parents generally had a favorable overall impression of summer school; 92
of the respondents to the English-language questionnaire (87.7%) rated the
summer school as "Wonderful" or "Pretty Good" and five respondents to the
Spanish-language questionnaire (71.4%) rated the summer school as "Wonder-
ful" or "Pretty Good." One parent responded that summer school was "Not
Very Good"; this parent felt this way because students "should not have to
take both reading and math."

Parents were asked to choose which three of 15 features they liked best
about summer school. These features were ranked according to respondent
selection, and the rankings and percent of respondents choosing each fea-
ture are given in Figure J-1. Math class, reading class, and learning to
use a calculator were the features chosen by most respondents to both forms
of the surrey. ke

Parents were asked several questions about the school schedule and about
how their child got along in summer school. Most of the respondents to
the English form felt that the length of the school day was just right
(95 parents, or 84.8%), although 14 (12.5%) felt that the school day was

moo short. About three out of four parents felt that five weeks is just
the right amount of time for summer school, but 26 (23.2%) thought five
weeks was too short a time. All respondents to the Spanish-language survey
felt that the length of the school day was just right and that five weeks
was just the right amount of time for summer school. Most of the English-
form respondents felt that the beginning of the summer is the best time for
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summer school (80 or 71.4%); 27 (24.1%) would have preferred it to be held
in the middle of summer, and 5 (4.5%) would have preferred it to be held at
the end of the summer. Two of the Spanish-form respondents (40%) felt the
beginning of summer was the best time, but two felt that the middle was
best, and one preferred the end of summer.

Almost all respondents reported that their child liked the classes (109 or
97.3%), liked the teachers (110 or 95.5%), and liked the other students
(107 or,95.5%).

PERCENT CHOOSING
RANK THIS ITEM ITEM

1 58.0 Math class

.2 52.9 Reading class

3 42.0 Child learning to use a calculator

4 39.5 Small classes

5 28.6 Teachers got child interested in school

6 27.7 Students rewarded with calculators

7 26.1 Child learned a lot

8 18.5 Weekly treats for attending

9.5 12.6 Community school activities

9.5 12.6 Chance for child to make friends

11 9.2 Other (Increased child confidence: 3.9%,
Lots of attention: 2.6%, Getting Cal-
culators, 2.6%, 10 Other comments; See
Attachment J-2 for complete list.)

12.S 8.4 School library

12.5 8.4 Place where child would be with adults

14 7.6 Having chance to talk with teacher

Figure J-1. PARENTS' RESPONSES TO "WHAT THREE THINGS DID YOU LIKE
BEST ABOUT SUMMER SCHOOL?" N=119. Spanish-language
survey respondents and English-language survey respon-
dents did, not differ in their rankings of these features,
so both were combined .a The only options not selected by
any respondents were "Math*Glass explained in Spanish"
and "Reading Activities in Spanish." These only applied
to parents of students iii.LEP classes (39).

J-5 7i.;
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Evaluation Question D2-12: What effect did the home visit have on parents'
activities with their children?

The rationale for and procedure used by teachers in making home visits is
contained in Appendix E. Of the 1,141 students attending summer school,
144 or 12.6% were assigned to receive a home visit by both the student's
math and reading teachers (Appendix B). According to teacher reports, .

about 96% of attempted home visits resulted in a meeting with parents
(Appendix I).

Parents were asked if.they had received a visit from their child's teacher,
and 19 (13.4%) responded that they had. More than half (four or 57.1%) of
the parents responding to the Spanish-language form reported receiving a
visit from their child's teacher.

Of the 19 parents receiving a visit from their child's teachers, ten (52.6%)
reported that the visit caused them to do something different with their
child. Of these, five (83.3%) reported that they helped their child prac-
tice math more often, four (66.7%) reported reading to their child more
often, two (33.3%) reported that they were more strict about bedtime rules,
and two (33.3%) reported that they made sure that their child ate well.
When asked if they thought teachers should visit with parents during future
summer sci,00ls, 90 parents (75.6%) thought that they should. Those who
believed teachers should make home visits thought-that parents'get informa-
tion about what goes on in summer school, that they learn ways they can help
their child to achieve, that they feel they can participate in their child's
achievement, that it helps build rapport between parents and teacher, that
the teacher gets information about their child, and that it is an opportunity
for problems to be resolved. The parents who did not think teachers should
make home visits felt that teachers had no time, that the time could be,bet-
ter spent in lesson planning, that phone contacts would be more convenient,
or that It would be easier for parents to visit the school. One parent
objected to home visits because teachers"can work better if they have no
(preconceived) opinion about the child." These comments by parents may be
-found in Attachment J-2.

It is interesting to compare these results with teachers' responses to :he
Teacher Survey, reported in Appendix I. Most of the math and reading
teachers (88%) believed that the home visit had improved the home-school
relationship. In addition, most teachers (91% of the reading, 86% of the
math, and .100% of the LEP teachers) believed that they received useful
information from the home visit. Many teachers (30) reported that children
receiving home visits seemed to be more comfortable in school, that children
had better attendance,, and that parents seemed more interested in school,
although 12 teachers responding did not observe any specific differences
between children whose parents received_home visits and those who had not.

Evaluation Question D2-13:. Did parents receive information about activi-
ties to do with their children for the rest of the summer after summer-
school was completed? How much did they complete?
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Follow-up activities were designed to provide continuing support for what
the child had learned during summer school so that the students would not
decline in achievement over the school break. Parent, received-ideas on
how to work with their children in reading and math for the rest-of the
summer. Classes of students were randomly assigned to receive a general
or a specific form of follow-up to allow comparisons of the effectiveness
of the two types of follow-up.

In math, all students were allowed to take home their math workbook. A
letter was also sent home with the students on the last day :of class
indicating recommended activities to work on in the workbook in specific
math areas foe: the rest of the summer. Half of the parents received this
general letter plus a follow-up letter each week in the mail with specific
instructions for workbook pages concerning one math area.

In reading, all students were givena letter to take to their parents on
the last day of class which gave general ideas on how to help their child'
with reading for the rest of the summer. The other half received this
general letter plus reading activities to work on with their child each
week for five weeks through the mail. Actual letters and activities are
shown in Appendix E of the first report.

Parents were surveyed concerning which
which activities they were able to comp
reported that they received only the la
39 parents'(37.9%) received both the la
finally, 30 parents said they received
stopped attending the program). Lette

ollow-up letters they received and
ete. In reading, 34 parents (33.3%)
t-day letter but no weekly follow-up,
t day letter and the weekly follow-up;
o follow-up (three had moved and
probably never got home with the

students on the last day of class in most of these cases. A few teachers
may also have neglected to send the letters home.

Most parents receiving reading follow-up had their children list new .
41, words from their reading (30 parents or 76.9%); 64% reported that they

had their children make a picture from 'a story they had read; 46% had
their children do the "comic strip stories" activity, 41% did the "Read
Through the Forest" activity, and 18% did the book list.

In math, 38 of the 119 parents responding (31.9%) said they received a
general letter on the last day of summer school but no speciffCfollow-up
letters with ins ructions for the exercises. Another 40 parents (33.6%)
said they received both the general letter and the weekly follow-up letters.
The rest of the parents (41 or 34.5%) said they received no letters, and a
few said they did not receive workbooks. Again, all students were to take
home their workbooks and the general letter, but some apparently did not do
so or their parents did not recall receiving them.
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The number and percent of parents completing at least one page in each fol-
low-up area is shown in Figure J-2. It was not feasible to list the actual
pages completed because many parents simply checked areas worked on. As

Figure J-2 shows, the number of parents reporting completed work increased
markedly as the follow-up became mure specific. Only 9.8% of those receiv-
ing the workbook but no follow-up letters completed any pages,.while 42.1%
of those receiving the general letter and 75% of those receiving the general
and weekly letters completed at least one exercise. Overall, 50 parents
(42%) said they completed at least one activity in the areas listed on the
survey.

NO FOLLOW-UP
REPORTED

,-

GENERAL LETTER
GENERAL AND
WEEKLY LETTERS TOTAL

AREA N % N % N % N

Addition 4 9.8% 8 21.1% 24 60.8% 36' 30.3%
(Grades 1-6)

Subtraction 4 9.8% ,7 18.4% 25 62.5% 36 30.3%
(Grades 1-6).

Multiplication - - 7 18.4% 15 37.5% 22 18.5%
(Grades 4-6)

Division - - 4 9.5% 10 25.0% 14 11.8%
(Grades 4-6)

1Time 1 2.4% 4 9.5% 15 37.5% 20 16.8%
(Grades 1-3)

Money 2 4.8% 5 13.2% 21 52.5% 28 23.5%
(Grades 1-3)

Fractions 1 2.4% 2 5.3% 14 35.0% 17 14.3%
(Grades ,1 -6)

Geometry 1 2.4% 1 2.6% 9 22.5% 11 9.2%
(Grade 3)

Measurement , - - 2 5.3% 8 20.0% 10 8,4%
(Grades 4-6)

Graphs - - 1 ----,,2.6% 3 7.5%. 4 3.4%

TOTAL 4/41 9.8% 16/38 42.1% 30/40 75.0% 50/119 75.0%

Figure J-2 NUMBER AND PERCENT OF PARENTS REPORTING COMPLETED FOLLOW-UP
WORK WITH THEIR CHILDREN. All percents are reported in
terms.of the total number of parents receiving each type of
follow-up. A total of 112 English and 7 Spanish question-.
naires are included.

As Figure J-2 shows, parents most often reported working on addition, subtrac-

tion, and money exercises.
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Parents were asked how much they think their children learned from these
follow-up activities'. A slight majority of parents (50 or 55.6%) reported
they thought their child learned a lot, 35 or 28.9% said their child
learned a little, and 5 (5.6%) said they didn't think their child learned
much. These five parents did not report their reasons for thinking their
child did not learn very much. A majority of parents (51, or 68%) reported
they enjoyed working on the follow-up activities a lot; and another 22
(29.3%) reported that they enjoyed the activities a little. Only,two
parents reported that they didn't like the activitie,., and only one of these
parents gage a reason for not liking the activities: they "didn't know what
they were for."

Evaluation Oupstion D4-5: Can any variables be identified that relate to
student achievement?

Information with relevance to parent activ.!.ties and student achievement is
not available at this time, but may be available in spring 1983. Results
from the Parent Survey will not be directly applicable as there is no me-ms
by which survey responses can be matched to specific children. It may be
possible, however, to compare the achievement of students whose parents
were assigned to receive weekly follow-up activities with students who were
assigned to'have only the last day follow-up letter sent to their parents.

Summary

In general, parents were positive about the summer school. Parents liked
the following features in particular:

reading and math classes
calcuLators
small class size
the teachers (and their ability to-get the
students interested)
the length of the school day
the timing of summer school and length of the
session
the idea of home visits.

When asked about follo.4-up activities, 40% and 34% of the respondents reported
,

receiving weekly activities in reading and math, .respectively. About three-
fourths reported completing at least-one activity. About half (56%) of the
par,mrs felt the child learned a lot from the activities, with 40% learning
a little (in the parents' opinion). Most enjoyed working with their child.

tia

83
J-9
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PARENT SURVEY

Attachment J-1
(Page 3. of 4)

The Austin public schools would like 'mow how you felt about summer school

this year. This will help rove ft.'ure summer schools. We won't reveal

-what you personnally said only report how all parents felt about each

question. Please answer ions on either the English or Spanish version

of the survey and return _ a enclosed envelope by August 27th. If you

have more than one child wil(. au to summer school, only answer Cheee questions
for the child whose name is on the. envelope this survey came in.

1. How would you. rate this year's summer school? (Circle one word)

fj:105
Wondlrful Pretty Good Okay Not Very Good Awful

Yi 4147) 93 (1//.9 / 24//.9 / 0.0) o CD.)

about this year's summer school?
choices)

N.);. /a 2. What three things did you like beat

Arab (Place a check mark next to your

v70/1.4Small classes
k, Reading class (5. ,(0°20?

Math class (15.4efo
Is a ty School Activities (recreation and other activities).

(P Having the chance to talk to the teacher
y child learned a lot

o f4 he teachers got my child interested in school
e chance for my'dhild to make new friends

o nr) e library at school
' 'a1 child learning to use a. calculator

5 3Z CD. tudents receiving calculators as a reward
Qt itt eekly treats for attending
?EPA place for my child where I knew he or she would be with adults

/6
o 04, Math class explained in Spanish

/s" I .11 Reading activities in Spanish
/I iY Other?

/3

3. Complete the following sentences by pelting a circle around the

that makes the sentence true:

Na U

J =fl1

a. I think the school day was
(a) too long (b) just right kc) too short

a 0.a) 75-63,/s) of 62-9
b. I think that five weeks of summer school is

(a) (b)

es (J5
rtght (c) too short

'0 0.6 5: 1) ar C234
c. I think summ school works best when it's held at

(a) the beginning (b) the middle (c) the end
yo C7).9 ;7.7 (a4.9 5 (V.6)

d. My child the classes.

(a) klked , (b) didn'tykea 0.3
e. My child thethe teachers.

(a) liked, -.,(b) didn't like
HO ,4f.f.-..-57 -(/.S)

f. Hy child the other students.

(a) liked
.5 5)

N (b) didna- k; ANike

i 37
L I. .°)

Did your child's summer school teacher come Co visit you before the beginning

of summer school? (check gne)

":- ila. /57(3.9 yes 4764)No.

letter

of summer.

If

1,3-f-'101
to

so, did the visit c use you to do anythipgyo,fferenc with your

es 35'MS N'
child related'

school? 70.10.

If yes, what? (check any that you now d. mare):

1 (lintnad to my child more often 9 stricter about bedtime rules

(1.6kake my child to the library to Am sure my child eats better

yore often 54 Other.

151.13.nlelp my child practice math
more often

J-10 8,i
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NJ: o5

/ 0.3

Attachment J -1
(Continued, page 2,. of 4)

5. Do you think teachers should come and visit parents to talk about school
during future summer schools?

64 (
e80 as 11(/1)no

Why or why not?

6. What information did you receive about reading activities to do with your
child after the summer school was over?

-3".1 (31)My child brought home a letter on the last day of summer school
about reading activities to do for the rest of the summer;

aa. 611.0
I received activities to work on with my child for five weeks in
a row; .

30 641r0I di t get either of these.
1.I.

If you received reading activities, which ones were you able to complete
with your child?

-- 37 /1r(44,2)Comicstrip stories;

17/7:7)Divingboard hook list;

1 Read through the forest;
List new word° from your reading;

ZS' Lied,IMake a picture from a at -y you read.

7. What information did you receive about math activities to do with your
iv, 1141- child after summer school was over?

..?.(:1Z) child brought home a letter on the last day of summer school
boug,math activities .to do for the rest of the summer.35'44/ ietetvp activities to work on with my child for five weeks in
a row in math.

LI/CACI did not get either of these.

If you received instructions about math activities, were the instructions
correct? That is, did the page numbers appear to be correct?

If you received information about math activities. 47hich pages in the work
book did you work on?

Area Page Numbers

Addition
Subtraction a4______
Multiplication.
Division
nose'

Money
Fractions /Co
Geometry 7,

Measurement 7,
Graphs

How much lo xou think your, child learned from these activities ?
50 (55Z) 33" (31.9) 5 LS 0 (a.o)
A Lot A Little Not Much Nothing

Did you enjoy working on these activities with your child?
51141.o) as (1.3), CA.71
Yes, a Lot Yes, a Little No

8. If your child was enrolled in bilingual classes this summer, would you like
your-child to receive bilingual instruction in future summer schools?

a/ CSS4res (20.*to

Do you have any other comments or ideas about changes in future summer schools?

Thanks1 Please return as soon as possible.

83
J-11



82.25 Attachment J-1
(Continued, page 3 of 4)

ENCUESTA PARA LOS PADRES. (':-,4.2,.-ti5', f?".42'

Al personal de as Escuelas Pablicas de Austin le gustaria saber cuales sonsus
opiniones con respecto al Programa Escolar del Verano este aAo. Esto nos ayudare
a mejorar el Programa Escolar del Verano .en el futuro. No revelaremos su nombre,
solo reportaremos los opiniones de todos los padres sobre cada pregunta. Por favor
conteste las preguntas ya sea en Ingles o Espanol y regresela en el sobre adjunto
antes del 27 de agosto.

Si mas de un niAo en su familia asisti6 a la escuela de verano; por favor conteste
las preguntas para cada uno, de acuerdo con el nombre que aparece en el sobre.

M. 7 1. LComo calificaria usted la escuela de verano este aAa (Marque la respuesta)

,

MARAVILLOSA MUY2UENA REGULAR NO TAN, BUENA
L. V .P-

e
oir.

TERRIBLE

ur-1 2. Indique as tres cosub
7/

q e mas i gus aron de la escuelade verano este elo.

gm,- clases pequeAas
to (/722 clases.delectura

I

4ffr 1 &S..9clases de matenaticas

actividades de la escuela de comunidad (recreaci6n y otras actividades)
55" haber tenido la oportunidad de hablar con la maestra
5...5' mi niAo aprendiomucho
;. as maestras hicieron que mi niiio se interesara en la escuela

la oportunidad que tuvo mi niAo de hacer nuevos amigos
la biblioteca de la escuela

ss . mi niAo aprendio a user la calculadora
3.5 4.2 los estudiantes recibieron una-calculadora de regalo
T.5

I (1.1.3 regalitos semanarios por asistir a la escuela de verano
5..5" II tas.c) tener un lugar seguro.donde.sabia, que los niAos estarian con adultos

olguna otra cosa que.le gusto?. C) cike era- owmqm4.1 GD. 11.____.

NO wiz.' .1 -rite a lefflemr LA 0 Pegitrwmp 04- TRAT'oe crricA$ Vail' Ili oe-owe
e4c4441-43j (1.3) CAtoe Loyre.ren lute- .i, 141.7o-s.a I "J1eA45411A Ai A s C,... LeCR: ,

3. Complete las siguentes oraciones con un circula,en la tetra que hace la oraciOn
cierta:

a. Yo pienso que el dfa escolar fue
Nr1-7 (a) demasiado largo (b) de duracitin adeciada (c) demasiado corto

lig u oo,02
b. Yo pienso que cinco semanas de eela'de.ver nO son

1,1ii° (a) demasiado.tiempo (b) el tiempo (c) muy pocotiempo
1 ioo

Ai.:-..S c. Yo pienso que la escuela de veranglunc na diejor si comienza
(a) al principio verano (b) a mediadis cle verano (c) altrilaraFfino

. il Co.0 . / hio.
.

i ao.o..)

4. LFue la maestra a vi itarlos al comienzo'de '1a es Uela de verano? AIL s/ or NO

'yr-5- Si su respuesta fue "SI",. Lle motiv6 esta'iisita a haceralgo distinto con su niRo
en relaciOn a la escuela?

SU NO ,I

Si contesto "SI" a la pregunt ht ior, favor de indicar (una o mas respuestas) 10
que hizo con su niflo.

le lei mas frecuentemente
lo 'Hey; a la biblioteca mas frecuentemente.

:III 1.101:0)1e ayude con la matematica --
I .0 fui estricto con las horas de dormir

10. op; procure que comiera bien
Zalguna otra cosa? 04'/ ae se AGOSTOM Temer0,10 __L RA 47tcr

e5r.A(31ero. A -ntwo e,..0 L4 esckel-4 p 5PLo q.,c via vr s I re A 1-.4 /44eaRo
pe j.I ft Atgartyrso me. Dv, 4 CI:eV e-k Lo goet r 1.1 t 141.2A An/ scA.C5im r LzAr,..e

5. LPienlhIlsted-que los madEror.tSeine venir a visitar y platicar con los padres
sobre la escuela de verano en el futuro? A 1 NO

6. Lque informaci6n recibi6 Usted sobre las a-c;TrZades de41Wctura que Usted puede
llevar a cavo con su MA° despues de que termine la escuela de verano?

Akil"(.7/-9E1 ultimo dia de escuela mi nig() trajo a la casa una carte con activi-
dades pare el resit) del verano

/( (Y2.yRecibi actividades de lecture para cinco semanas.

No recibi ninguna informaciOn sobre actividades de lectura.

le

J-12
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(Continued, page 4 of 4)

Si Usted recibi8 actividades de lecture, LcuaiespudoCompletar con su niTia?

I Comic Strip Stories
Diving-Board Book List
Read Through the Forest

1 List new Words from Yrur Reading
1 Racer un dibujo sabre uno de los cvntos que leo

7. yQue informaciOn recibiS Usted sobre las actividades de matem;tIcas para hacer con
su niTio despues que termino la escuela de verano?

2- yl El ultimo dfa de,escuela mi ni'ho trajo u la casa una carta con acti-
vidades de matematicas pare hacer juntas el recto del verano.

S Yo recibi actividades para hacer para cinco.semanas.
No recibi ninguna informaci6n sobre actividades de lecture.

Si Usted recibi6 instrucci6nes sobre actividades de matemSticas, Lestaban las
instruccOnes correctas? Por ejemplo, los numeros en las paginas aparecieron
estar bien? N v 1

Si Usted recibi8 informaciOn sobre actividides de matem;ticas, 4cuales pgginas
del manual de ejercicios trabajo?

Suma (Addition) .11-14r- I

Resta (Subtraction) 4ttr
Multiplicaci6 il

(Multiplication)
Divisidh (Division)
Tiempo (Time). (

Dinero (Money)
I!Fraccidhes

(Fractions)
Geometria (Geometry) IUF

Medidas (Measurement l

Grgficos (Graphs)

£Cuanto le parece a Usted que su nino aprendio de estas actividades?

MT
Mucha Un Poco KO Mudio Nada

Lle gusto a Usted trabajar en estas actividadi '.r su ni7io?

Ike(
Si, Mucho ST, Un Poco No

8. LLe gustarla a Ustedque su nino recibiera instrucci6n bilingue en escuela de verano
en el futuro? ;1711 SI NO

LTiene Usted ideas o comentarias con respecto a cambios en la escuela de verano pa:a

el futuro?

Eia L_,9 Am, gesee c.1- A c.)

pvcs ar H.o...1-1. esrAvo mu .y ecrwre--rA
-r14 So

fe.nrruc.As4.0 4.4.. v-e.,A.,,,c, A LA c._ ceC la("CAA) 0
y ApikemaDso A co . Ai o 34.Z. NA...K..00.5e% c.40-9,tes

}sci= A. Pe.SA A ate. Gt. vt.e_ b + A la I A ( 0 0 Ti c)D 0 A ri Oy #f eA elc. t.
simerte e3r71 KIA Lt5-r4 (SARA LA I-to it .4 sit- e-sc . eve v trc A,ArD ,

e_sa .t.A.11-re. tc.ct 4 -ra r ) o e 571.a2 C -e_A_J c )g 0,44 g,e-Plelc..- 1.q..%

RA-T05 .0... 1-ks A-IAesTRn 5 A4- 77KA BA j Ci .

1.#1,,4(3, egA r^ At MA es TAO S g t4 e bi- A Bt. iNJ es p4
(a:2 q cAC.. 6, 9....+cle, .3

A , 1--3 ,c e) A4(4.0, J 1 C A cl 0C-1

prIrR A a LA,G A Se 1 44

0A(AG MO

1-7).

p 0 65775 lei°
-L. 1..9 S ki 1,1 as

pAFA A4dtvoc La. S.

puorede-A",v, e
ptAe...5 1-1*

face) De.

6ezikcios,

Receferen*

prt at.e.pys .

Gracias y par favor recuerde de regresar la encuesta lo mas pronto posible.

J-138 7
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Attachment J-2
(Page 1 of 4)

2. WHAT THREE THINGS DID YOU LIKE BEST ABOUT THIS YEAR'S SUMMER SCHOOL?

'"OTHER" RESPONSES":*

3 - increased child confidence
- teachers were concerned and spent time with children
- social skills increased
- typing for my fifth grader

2 - receiving calculators
- the fact that my son (daughter) was able to get some help In reading

and math
- he showed more progress during summer school' than he did in regular

school
- "He attended first day only because my sister' was sick and we had to

leave for Odessa. We stayed three weeks and he was staying behind
so he didn't go back."

- "I think the treats kind of helped them in not feeling so bad about.
going to summer school since they had just got out of public school."

2 - a lot :of attention
"Just the idea of my son going to summer 'school to learn

- "My child had mixed feelings--very worried abou,being labeled "bad"
because of his participation--the other children seemed rough to him,
and he felt grouped with them."

- That it was bilingual
- That my child was very enthusiastic about attending summer school, from

day one.
- That you accomplished to get my child interested in reading. . .

That my, children had a chance to interact with different children from
other. achools.

* Number with respanseis always one unless another number is indicated to
the left, of the comment.



Attachment J-2 (1
82.25 (Continued, page 2 of 4)

5. DO YOU THINK TEACHERS SHOULD COME AND VISIT PARENTS TO TALK ABOUT
SCHOOL DURING FUTURE SUMMER SCHOOLS?

"YES":

- or call
- arrange for parents to visit teacher
- so parents can prepare child better for school
- parents should have a conference with the teachers before, during

and at the end of summer school.
- to involve parents

10 - so parents know more about school
2 - to discuss progress and goals for student
2 - to give teacher a better orientation to child to help school activities
4 - to get to know the teacher
9 - to find out ways to help child at. home
3 - to help the parent understand more about the child's learning
2 - to explain the specific problems during the regular school year.
2 - it improves the teacher's understanding of the child's needs for

learning
- because many parents can't go to the schools because of smaller cail-

dren at home
- " to establish rapport and communication about the child"
- because this wall help the teacher and parents both
- to improve the child/teacher relationship
- because I learned how to get my daughter to like to read

2 - for the interest of my child
to learn more about their children's learning habits

2 - to promote mutual cooperation during summer school activities
- so parents and teachers get to knot: each other

2 - to explain what will be taught
- to inform them about why child is attending summer school/
- in the evening
- to find out ways, to help the child's teacher so school will be a success
- if they have time
- or parents can see their kids in school
- because some people work late and do not have a way to school
- to find out what our child especially needs more help on
- to answer questions
- "because.after school has started the child gets different"

"NO":

- it would be easier for the parents to visit the. sch01
- a phone call would be enough
- I have no time

I know his weaknesses
- " I think they did very well and the time should be used for

preparing lessons:."
- this could be discussed at the last parent-teacher conference

during. the year if the child seems to need summer school
- it's better if the teachers don't have an opinion so they can work

with him better
- because school doesn't last that long

,
- teachers are too busy
- it depends on the needs of the student, Qn
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Attachment J-2
(Continued, page 3 of 4)

DO YOU HAVE ANY OTHER COMMENTS OR IDEAS ABOUT CHANGES FOR FUTURE SUMMER SCHOOLS?

- Six, weeks might be more beneficial.
3 - More homework.

Should be able to take either math or reading but not,have.to take both!
4 My child enjoyed summer school and benefited from it.
- "I wish they could have learned to work with computers."

2 Make sure material is sent out to follow up on letters. I received let-
ters but no materials (workbook,etc.)

ORE NOTE: Workbook was sent home with students on the last day of school
for math,

2 Instruct children more in weakest area (reading for this child).
2 -. Use the erne teaching technique and small classes throughout the system

to assist children who need extra help.
My.child enjoyed summer school tremendously.
Summer school helped my child catch up.

- I feel my child's progress during the regular school year was slowed down
at Metz because he ws placed in a predominantly .Spanish- speaking environment.
He !,.as the only white male in his first-grade class. Summer school helped
my child catch up.
My child enjoyed the weekly treats for attending.

- My child liked the time summer school started.
2 Students should be able to be passed on to the next grade if they

attend summer school.
- The teachers showed interest and patience with my child.

Just hope it will continue for those who need these special classes.
- "I'm not sure if it was the teacher or the different school, but his atti-

tude changed favorably toward school activities and he showed much more
interest."

4 - Include other children with less specific probLems--not just those "held back",
Include any children with special needs--offer more tutorial help.

4 It was just right.
4 I think it really works. My child is doing much better in reading and math.

- I think it shows the children that it's not as hard as it seems during
regular school.
My child liked the calculator, but I don't understand why they were used.
I thought they were to learn to use math by themselves.

2 I wish there was alwayssummer school. It's much better than just staying home.
My child's teacher Sent home a letter each week telling me how my son was
doing -- he was working hard and having fun/.

- Longer hours in school.
Should include all subiects (English, history, spelling, geography, as well
as reading and .zith.

- "I think bilingual classes are a waste of the child's and parents'' time."
- I received some math activities but I lidn't know what they were for,

but 1 think it is a good idea to keep the child aware of what has already
been done.
"Yes, my child ha; a very hard time paying attention to what people are
saying. He gets distracted very, very easily. I would like him to get
interested in leading, but everything I've tried has failed--I'm in tears
about him."

- "I believe I should have received something in the mail telling me how
My child did in summer scool."

- Keep the parents updated on child's progress and problems.
- Parent/teacher conference,
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- Activities for child and parent (or others) to do together.
Summer school should last all summer.

- Keep the age groupS together. My child complained about bigger kids
and work being too hard.

2 - The teachers did an excellent job of exciting my child and getting him
interested. (He was often bored during the regular school year with classes.)
He never missed a day, even when he felt bad.

- Thank you very much!
- Plan summer school dates early and let parents know--my child had to

.miss 11/2 weeks.

- "I'm sure the teachers were good, but my son still can not read. His buddy
being in his class did not help any. If I had known more or gone to the
school, (it) may have helped."

- The best things were the slower pace, sense of accomplishment, and the
calculator incentive to attend every day.

- We moved and found out the bus would no longer pick our son up so he
dropped out after a few weeks. The highway is too dangerous to cross.

- More extra work for the rest of the summer.
- Everything was fine except that there should be a bus to pick up the kids

because it is hard to take them to school at times.
- There should be more bilingual teachers so that there can be more communication.
- My child was very happy going to summer school even though she had gone to school

all year long. She learned numbers and colors. She was very enthusiastic and
was always ready for school on time.
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Summer School Pilot Project

Appendix K

TEACHER CHECKLIST



8l'25 jipstrument Desrrtpriari Tvcher, Chgcklist
Briet descriocion of the instrument:

The teacher checklist rates retainees' reading and math skills and behavior in the
classroom. It includes six items related to academic skills and 12 related to

. behavior. Teachers rated the retainee compared to other students in their fall
1982 classroom.

To whom was the instrument administered?

A total of 300 retainees from 1980-81 and 1981-82--150 who attended summer school
and 150 who did not. Equal numbers of 1980-81 and 1981-82 retainees were chosen.

Hoy nanv times was the instrument administered?

Once with one reminder.

/ilit was the insert:neat administered?

October 1982 (sent out October 20 with reminder November 1).

There was the instrument administered?

Surveys were sent to the principals of the students' present school for delivery
to teachers. Teachers generally completed questionnaires in their classrooms.

W ho administered the instrument?

Self-administered.

Nha: :raining did the administrators have?

None needed--directions on checklist.

N ag the instrument adninisterad under standardized conditions?

o

Nees thep problems with the instrument or the administration that nizht
affect the valtairy of the data?

Return rate Could be affected by method of delivery but any effect is unknown.

..Ito developed the instrument?

Office of Research S Evaluation staff with input from elementary administrators.

Aat reliabilit and validitv data are available 3V. the instrurlent?

This information is not available for the "skills7 section. However, the "behavior"
section is based on the Behavior Rating Checklist which does have this type of data.
Reliability based on Cronbach alpha coefficients ot internal consistency is .87 and
.94 for the two factors measured. Test-retest reliabilities between October and
La,/ were .71 and .70. A validity study showed that the scale can distinguish
7tween students of different types.
Art :here or data avtilable for inter-Pre:in; the results? /
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TEACHER CHECKLIST
L-0

Purpose

The Texas Education Agency (TEA) requested information on the skills and
knowledge of retainees who did and did not attend summer school in the
spring of 1982, fall of 1982, and spring of 1983. The Iowa Tests of
Basic Skills (ITBS) information was used for the spring 1982 and spring
1983 assessments. The teacher checklist was designed to provide skill
information for fall 1982.

Procedure

Sample. Most (61%) of the students served by the 1982 summer sc lozlAroere
retainees from 1981-82 or 1980-81. Only 5% of the summer studel, s4ere
1979-80 retainees, with the remaining 34% of unknown retentiportstatus (due
to the unavailability of computerized retention records prior to 1979-80).

Based on'this information, a decision was made to concentrate on a sample
of 1981-82 and 1980-81 retainees who' did and did.not attend summer school.
A total of 75 1980-81 and 75 1981-82 retainees who attended summer school
were drawn first. Students who had been retained twice were not selected
for the sample. Then a random sample of 75 1980-81 and 75 1981-82 retainees
who did not attend summer school were selected. Thus, a total sample of
300 students was chosen. Labels were printed showing each student's name,
school, and grade.

Instrtment. A draft of the instrument was developed by .ORE staff. Key.
instruttional and ORE personnel were asked to review the checklist through
a memorandum, on September 14 (see Attachment K-1). Comments led to changes
in Iten lb under "Skills" and Ttems 11 and 12 under "Behavior." The final
instrument is shown in Attaclunent K-2.

The final instrument was named the "Retainee Checklist." It includes six
items concerning the students' reading and math skills. The reading and
math skills are based on skills taught in the summer school plus Iowa
Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS). Math computation (Item 5) was actually not
emphasized during summer school but may have been affected indirectly
through math instruction in math concepts and problem solving. Item 6
provides information relevant to the overall retention evaluation for
1981-83.

'The tcacher checklist also includes 12 items concerning classroom behavior.
The first,10 are actually the Behavior Rating Checklist (BRC) developed by
ORE staff in 1976-77, and factor analyzed and checked for reliability and
validity in 1977-78 and 1978-79 (see ORE Publication No. 78.78 for complete
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information). The scale taps two areas of classroom behavior--Ready, Will-
ing, and Able (Items 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 10) and Disruptive Classroom Behavior
(Items 4, 6, 7). Cronbach alpha coefficients of internal consistency
inuicated reliabilities of .87 for the Ready, Willing, and Able scale and
.94 for the Disruptive Classroom Behavior (DCB) scale. Pearson correlations

preratings (October) and postratings (April) indicated test-retest relia-
bii.ity coefficients of .71 and,.70 for the RWA and DCB scales, respectively.
A validity study showed, that groups of.students expected to differ on the
two scales based on counselor prediction actually were rated differently by
classroom teachers. The availability of this type of data on the BRC made
it a valuable way to gain a rating of retainees' classroom behavior.

/

The last two items (11 and 12) areinot part of the BRC.. They deal with areas
of particular interest for retainee populations, and were added based on com-
ments to the draft by the Assistant Superintendent for Elementary Instruction.

Distribution. A memorandum was sent to the principals (Attachment K-3) along
with copies of the checklist to distribute to randomly selected students'
teachers. Almost all elementary schools received at least one survey. It

was not possible to send CI,- checklists directly to the teachers because
teacher codes had not been added to the Student Master File by October.

Surveys were sent out via school mail on October 20 and were checked in as
received. A reminder was sent on November 1.

Anal7ses. Surveys were accepted through November 9. They were then taken
for keypunching and verification to the Southwest Educational Development
Laboratory. The data file format is shown in Attachment k-4. Once returned,
frequencies of responses for each item were calculated using the
AISD IBM computer. These statistics were done for al: retainees, retainees
who attended summer school, and retainees who did not attend summer school.
Mean ratings on the RWA (Items 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 9, and 10) and DCB (Items 4,
6, 7) scales were then calculated for those attending and not attending
summer school. Scores for Items land 3 were reversed on the RWA scale.
Most students had ratings available for all items on each scale. However,
the average scores for students who were missing a rating were still used
and simply calculated on the basis of the number of ratings given.

Results

A total of.269 of the 300 surveys (89.7%) were returned and.usable. A few
other surveys were returned blank because the student had left the Distric,t
or the school--these were not used. Responses to each item for the overall
group, the 1980-81 and 1981-82 retainees who attended summer school., and the
1980-81 and 1981-82 retainees who did not attend summer school are shown in
Attachment K-5.-
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Skills

Reading. The survey asked teachers to rate students' reading comprehension
and vocabulary skills compared to other students in their fall class. Fig-
ure K-1 shows the responses of the four retainee groups and the total grOup
to each rending item. All ratings of 9, 8, and 7 were collapsed into the_
category "low"; all 6, 5, and 4 ratings were called "average"; and all 3,.2,
and 1 r,.-Ings were called "high." A typographical error was made.on item
ld, "Un: standing Cause and Effect"--this item should have been rated for
3rd- -grade students but was listed to be rated for 4th and 5th-grade
studc is error meant few third graders were rated on this item.

Son; ail' !rences in trends were evident between retainees who attended'sum-
mer srhool and those who did not.

Overall, 1981-82 retainees who attended summer school
were rated "low" less often than those who did not (in
six of eight cases or 75% of the time). They were
also rated "average" more often (in six of eig1-.t cases).

This was not true for 1980-81 retainees. Those who
attended slimmer school rated low more often than
those who did not in four of seven cases (57.1%). They
were also rated high le often (in six of seven cases).'

The 1981 -82 summer school retainees were rated low less often than retainees
not attending summer schodi in terms of reading comprehension, understanding
facts, making inferences (grade two and six), and vocabulary. __They were
rated low more often in the areas of making inferences at grade 5 and under-
standing cause and effect at grade four. The 198041 retainees who attended
summer schc.,1 were only rated low less often in terms of making inferences
(grades 2, 5, and 6).

As might be expected, retainees were rated'low on skills more often than
hie,, The only instance in which this was' not true was "How and Why" at
grade one. This makes some sense since most first graders have had little
prior reading experience and ratings were done in Octcier.

In tkie"\triath skill areas, trends were similar (see Figure K-2).

The 1980-81 retainees 'who attended summer school were more
likely to be rated low than those who did not attend. How-
ever, they were also more likely to be .rated high (and
less like4.y to be rated average).

The 1981-82 retainees who attend summer school were
less likely to be rated low, e likely to be rated
average, and about equally likely to be rated high
than those who did not go to summer school.

Q


